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Foreword

TO HELP State Supervisors of Mathematics develop coostruc-
I tive leadership programs suitable for immediate adoption,
under varying State and local conditions, the U.S. Office of
Education sponsored a National Conference of State Super-
visors of Mathematics at Washington, D.C., from June 19 to
23, 1981. The proceedings of the Conference are -reported in
this bulletin.

The Conference had four main objectives:
1. To focus attention on the evolving mathematics curriculum in

order to determine the most effective things the State Supervisor
can do to help strengthen mathematics teaching.

2. To consider how the State Supervisor can help improve inservice
and preeervioe education for mathematics teachers.

3. To identify what types of research are needed in the field of math-emat teaching and cornd to consider the implications of present re-
seam findings.ndings.

4. To determine .how the State Supervisor can evaluate his State's
program for strengthening mathematic® teaching and how he can
help school systems evaluate their programs..

tt.

The planning committee for the Conference was composed
of the following personnel from the Office: J. Dan Hull,-Ken-
neth E. Brown, Marjorie C. Johnston, Marguerite Mutts,
Daniel W. Snadez, and Mary K. Tulock. Franklin Padgett
assisted in compiling this final report of the Conference.

J ..DAN HULL,
Director, Instruction,
Organization, and
Services Branch

E. GLENN FIIATHERBTON,
Assistant Commissioner,
Division of Stait and
Local School Systems
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The Changes Place in Mathematics

IRVINE ADLER

1. Contemporary mathematics is distinguished by the following char-
acteristics:

It is classical mathematics grown mature.
It is classical mathematics grown self-conscious and self-critical.
It is modern mathematics developed m a more efficient way of dealing with,

the content of classical mathematics.
It is mathematics related more and more intimately to man's activities in

industry, social life, science, and philosophy.

2. Classical mathematics, in its growth to maturity, has done the
following:

Changed from a number system to number systems.
Changed from geometry io geometries.
Unified the concepts of number and space.,
Developed analysis.
Evolved the concept of function.
Developed the theories of functional&

3. Modern mathematics is to classical mathematics as elementary
algebra is to elementary arithmetics. Modern mathematics is neces-
sarily axiomatic, deductive, and abstract. It does not replace classical
mathematics. It generalizes it, supplements it, unifies it, and deepens
our understandineof it. But classical mathematics in the form of
arithmetic, analysis, and geometry is as important as it ever was.
4. At one time the geometry of Euclid was unique in being axiomatic
and dechiOive. Now all mathematical structures are axiomatic and
deductive. To introduce young people to deductive systems, we now
have many such systems from which to choose.
5. Even if we could do without intuition in creating mathematics, it
would be folly to try to do without it in teaching mathematics. Al-
though a deductive argument may show us where one tree stands in
relation to other trees, an intuitive argument is often the best way of
seeing the woods that are made up of all those trees.
6. The spread of industrial automation tends to reduce the number
of unskilled and semiskilled workers and to increase the need for

"Mr
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technically trained personnel with a knowledge of mathematics.Hence, the importance of mathematics in vocational training willcontinue to grow in the future.
7. While mathematics in the form of pure mathematics has reacheddizzying heights of abstraction, it has kept its feet on the ground bymultiplying and extending its applications.

Implications of the Changes in Mathematics for the
Mathematics Supervisor

CARL B. AUENDOERFER

1. The State supervisor of mathematics should be:
A missionary who exudes inspiration.
An organiser who can arrange inservioe education.
A counselor who influences his constituents through persuasion 9ther thanby authority.

2. In support of the new mathematics programs one may point tothe, professional standing and caliber of the key people and to thegeneral agreement of mathematicians on the basic principles.
3. -Unless a teacher has had rather extensive preparation in the useof the new teaching materials, it is unrealistic to expect him to usethem adequately.
4. The best approach to supervision is to be an advisor and a friend,make no claim to have all the answers, offer help and support whereneeded, but never tell a school diStrict what it must do.

New Mots of lutution
ARTHUR LALIME

1. Although the basic elements of the new media of instruction havebeen with us for many years, implementing these devices and tech-niques in the educational program is a recent development.
2. The new media of communication can be used more efficiently andwith greater educational impact in a school system that is organizedfor team teaching.
3. New schools, in Norwalk (Connecticut) and elsewhere, are being
designed to provide suitable facilities for team teaching and fOreffective use of the new media of instruction.
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4. The following principles are basic to the team-teaching program
in Norwalk: r

The sire of the inctructional group is determined by what is to be learned.
New careers having increased prestige,and salaries are possible through team

teaching.
The plan of instruction should provide for the most effective u of each

teacher's capabilities.
Some learning can be effectively acquired through automated devi
All teachers need not engage in certain administrative and clerical d ties.

The Role of the Supervisor In Developing Curriculum Mn

VERYL SCHULT

I. Although the published literature assigns little responsibility to
supervisors for ouryiculum development, they are as a matter of fact
deeply involved in this work.
2. Suggestions for developing a mathematics curriculum are:

Set up a general advisory committee.
Create an awareness of the need for curriculum work.
Organise a planning or steering committee.
Coordinate the work of all committees concerned with the mathematics

curriculum.
Appoint a production committee.
Reproduce and distribute copies of the tentative course.
Arrange for inservioe education in connection with the tentative course.
Plan to evaluate pupil achievement. IS

Revise the production committee's tentative course.
Print the new curriculum guide, and in the process use an artist's services.
Distribute the new curriculum guide.
Promote good public relations for the new curriculum.
Actually use the new curriculum guide in the classrooms.

Evaluation of the New ittkomatics Programs

DONOVAN A. JOHNSON

1. In order to render value judgments on curricular proposals,
certain criteria are needed as guidelines. Criteria based on the fol-
lowing disciplines are suggested : mathematics, psychology, pedagogy,
philosophy, and measurement.
2. Since the students' future needs cannot be known with certainty,
mathematics instruction should emphasize flexibility, procedures, and
broad principle, rather than specific facts.
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3, If learning is to take place, the students must be ready, willing,
and able to learn; and they will learn only if they react, respond, or
participate.
4. A danger in the current revolution in mathematics is that it may
go too far, confronting stu ents with a degree of abstraction beyondiii
their mathematical mat rity and resulting in bewilderment and
revulsion against mathemati*s.
5. Curriculum groups should identify the specific.competencies needed
in business, government, and citizen activities, as well as in science
and mathematics A list of these competencies would provide a
partial basis for judging the adequacy of a given program.
6. True evaluation of a mathematics curriculum is a synthesis of
many factors, including the judgment of specitlists, a comprehensive
testing program, and research.

How the State Supervisor Can Stimulate Local Leadership

JAMES H. ZANT

1. The classroom teacher is the key person in bringing about real
improvement in mathematics teaching.
2. State supervisors of mathematics have a twofold obligation: to
cause teachers to want improvement in mathematics education and to
provide opportunities for them to lean the necessary new materials.
3. The National Science Foundation Summer Institutes might give
participants an opportunity to plan new ways of presenting the new
content in their teaching the following year.
4. An often overlooked source of personnel for staffing inservice
programs is the large number of teachers who attend NSF Academic
Year Institutes.
5. Appropriate recommendations from a highly respected Statewide
committee on mathematics may be effective in improving the pre-
service education of mathematics teachers.
6. New textbooks must be examined critically to make sure that new
concepts are an integral part of the content rather than just a super-
ficial addition to the old text.
7. The State supervisor must be a competent professional person:
hes must know the materials available, and he must be able to command
the respect of teachers, administrators, and toll .: e mathematicians
in Os State.
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Now the 'State Supervisor Can Promote Presertice and Inservice
Education for Mathematics Teachers

BERNARD H. GUNDLACH

1. The State supervisor of mathematics should make available new
texts and teaching materials to educational personnel concerned with
mathematics programs, lay the groundwork for the introduction of
well-organized inservice and preservice education programs for all
mathematics teachers, K through 12, and organize a permanent pool
of key resource personnel who be capable of lending professional
assistance to every cla mssroo und their jurisdiction.
2. The essential features of a revised mathematics curriculum are its
content and teaching approaches. Although the preparation of.
teachers in the new content is difficult, the preparation of various
teaching methods is equally challenging.
3. Because technology and mathematics are changing rapidly, we no
longer can be sure that ,die present mathematical tools will be adequate
to solve the problems oT the future. Instead of teaching our students
only how to use mathematical tools, we must also teach them how to
make their own mathematical tools for the problem situations of the
future.
4. Rote learning and the drudgery of memorization are likely con-
sequences of the typical teackiing of algoristns in arithmetic; they often
lead to frustration and boredom, both dreadful enemies of inspired
learning.
5. Competent personnel are essential for staffing initial inservice
programs.
6. Since teachers should always be, well informed and up to date
concerning new developments, some form of inservice education will
most likely become a permanently established feature of all modern
school systems.
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The Role of the State Supervisor In Encouragi Research
Implementing Renick Findings

JOHN KINSELLA

1. Several practices, all too common in educational research, nefiti to
be changed:

The assumption that representativeness implies randomness of the sample
The use of sensitive high-powered statistical methods. on measures of very

low reliability.
The assumption that if a difference is statistically significant, it is important

2. Some questions about mathematics teaching to which answers may
be found through kinds of research yet to be devised are the following:

What effects do new instructional media have on mathematics teaching?
What methods most effectively predict eucc in mathematics?
What factors create enduring interest in mathematics? What factors

discourage and/or destroy such interest?
What are the leadership potentialities in using institute participants as

resource persons for inservice education programs?
What are the State-to-State and national results of teaching the evolving new

methods to students who vary greatly in ability?
What are the beat procedures for preparing teachers to teach the evolving

new mathematics?

3: Some selected research findings important areas of mathematics
education are the following:

Classes taught with emphasis on meaning, understanding, and discovery
showed better retention and transfer of learning than did dames taught
by more traditional methods. Early -reports on the results from some of
the new programs in mathematics, indicate : (a) certain mathematical con-
cepts can be taught much earlier than usually conioidered possible; (b) some
of the subject matter of the new mathematics can be learned by a high
percent of students who have taken it. (Most studies show that
students acquire about the same amount of knowledge from television
instruction as from traditional instruction.)
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The Changes Taking Place in Mathematics

IRVING ADLER

THIS CONFERENCE is part of the vigorous movement now underTHIS
to reexamine and modify the teaching of mathematics. The

avowed purpo4e of this movement is to bring the teaching of mathemat-
ics up to date by taking into account the changes that have taken
place in mathematics. It is necessary to begin, then, by surveying
the nature and significance of the changes. This is not the first
such survey, nor will it be the last. The improvement of mathemat-
ics instruction is a continuing process. Those who participate in
this process must keep turning their heads to look repeatedly, now at
mathematics, and now at the schools. I hope that in taking a new
look at the new mathematics .today we may have the basis for some
fresh insights into what meat be done to make the teaching of mathe-
matics more effective.

What are the distinguishing characteristics of contemporary math,-
?natio? It seems to me that there are four. I would describe them
as follows: (1) Contemporary mathematics is classical mathematics
grown mature. (2) Contemporary mathematics is classical mathe-
matics grown self-conscious and self-critical. (3) It is also modern
mathematics, 'which developeti as a more efficient way of dealing with
the content of classical mathematics. (4) Finally, contemporary
mathematics is mathematics that is more and more intimately related
to man's activities in industry, social life, science, and philosophy.
We shall examine each of these four characteristics in turn.

Classical Midhsmatics Greta Mitwo

Claspical mathematics may be described as the study of number
and space. The study of number became arithmetic, algebra, and
analysis. The study of space became geometry. We shall note and
comment on six aspects of the growth to maturity of classical mathe-
matics.

1. Magi km it** Soto le Nab, *U
Y

-/ We no longer have just one number system. We have many num-
ber systems. The pluralization of the concept of number system
developed in two ways.

r-
OWN 0-4S---2 11
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First, there was a steady expansion of the original number systemof everyday use. At first the only numhers known were the naturalnumbers, used for counting. The requirements of measurement ledto the introduction of rational numbers. Geometric theory le(i tothe introduction of itrtional numbers, and algebraic theory led tothe introduction of negative numbers and complex numbers. If werecognize as a number system any set of numbers that is closed underaddition and multiplication, subject to the usual associative, 'com-mutative, and distributive laws, then we see that the expansion ofthe number system lids given us five number systems, one within theother. We have the system of natural numbers within the system ofintegers, within the system of rational numbers, within the system ofreal numberswithin the system of complex numbers.
Second, more number systems were introduced in the course of the

development of arithmetic and algebra. Initially, the concept ofnumber spitting was modified and elaborated through the introduc-tion of the concepts of group, ring, field, and vector space. Also,many new struftwres were discovered, similar to number systems inthe sense that they too were groups, rings, fields, or vector spaces.For example, the set of all permutations of I, objects is a group, wherepermutations are "multiplied" by performing them one &fter theother. The set of numbers a+ b -* 2, where a and b are rational, is afield. The set of residue classes, modulo m (where m is an integer),is a ring. It is a field if m is a prime number. The set of allpolynomials with real coefficients is a ring. If p is a prime, and qa power of .p, then the set of all roots, modulo p, of the equationx---x=0, is a field. The set of n-by--n matrices, whose terms arecomplex numbers, is a vector space over the complex field, etc.
Additional systems, something like number systems, were alsodiscovered in other areas of study. In the study of logic, an algebraof propositions was developed in which disjunction played the role ofaddition and conjunction the role of multiplication. In the study ofthe theory of seta, an algebra of subsets of a set was developed inwhich union played the role of addition and intersettion the roleof multiplication.
An incidental, but important, result of the refinement and plurali-zation of the concept of number system was that we finally learnedhow to ask a question sensibly in algebra. We had formerly lookedfor roots of an algebraic equation without knowing exactly what wewere looking for. Consequently, we weren't quite sure whether wecould believe in the results.. For example, some mathematicians,

like Descartes, used to reject complex roots as meaningless. Nowwe are very specific in formulating our questions unambiguously.We specify a domain in which a problem is defined and in which an
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answer is sought. For example, we may say, "Given an algebraic
equation with coefficients in the real field, does it have roots in the
real field? Does it have roots in some extension field of the real
field?"

2.0 hi. Gesentry Gleaskiss

We no longer have just one geometry. We have many geometries.
The pluralization of the concept of geometry developed in two sepa-
rate ways. We found that there are other spaces besides the tradi-
tional three-dimensional Euclidean space. We also found that there
are Alany geometries within any given space.

The attempts to prove the parallel postulate led to the meognition
that there is a space (Lobatscliewskian) that .satisfies all the axioms
of Euclid except the parallel postulate. Thus, we got two geometric
spaces, Euclidean and non-Euclidean, instead of one. Then Riemann
gave U.S an infinite number of spaces when he demonstrate(' that a
space can be constructed by using any one of an infinite number of
quadratic forms to define a metric on a manifold. More spaces were
obtained by recognizing the validity of spaces of n-dimensions, where
n is any positive integer.

In the stidy of Euclidean space of three dimensions many seNtrate
geometries einerged. One is the geometry of congruence and a second
the geometry of similarity. In addition: the geometry of incidence
relations (projective geometry), the geometry based on concepts of
nearness and connectedness (topology) and many others, such as in-
version geometry and affine geoinetry.

L !Waft d Csacipts Nods ad Spa

The separate disciplines of algebra and geometry converged towards
each other and joined in Cartesian geometry. This resulted in a
fusion of the notions of number and space. The real number systitm
is nothing but a Euclidean plane. Algebraista, of course, would pre-
fer to say it the other way around.

4. Dsuipmist A*
Various concepts and techniques based on the idea of limit were

introduced into matheniatics. These include such notions as continu-
ity, the sum of an infinite series, and derivative (which is a limit
of a sum). The development of analysis led to a new dichotomy in
the subject-matter of mathematics to replace the old one of number
versus space. We recognized that the number system (real or com-
plex) has in algebraic aspect, found in the properties of the opera-
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lions addition and multiplication, and a topological aspect based on
the concept of nearness and which underlies all considerations of con-
vergence.. These two aspects of the number system can be studied
separately or in combination.

I Evian d Os tempt st Foal

A more and more general concept of function has devdoped gradu-
ally. The first functions employed were algebraic functiom. The
study of trigonometry led to the introduction of the circular functions.
Calculus contributed the logarithmic function (the integral of dzfx)
and its, inverse, the exponential function. The pendulum problem
contributed elliptic integrals and functions. The theory of heit con-
tributed functions defined by Fourier series. Experience with many
functions ultimately led to recognition of the fact that a function
need not have a derivative, and does not even have to be continuous.

1. Ousionost d Tim* d Fonlimig

A functional is a special kind of function : Its domain is a set of
subsets of a space; its range is a set of numbers. A *typical example
of a functional is a line integral. Our common measures of length,
area and volume are also functional' that assign a number to a set
of points in Euclidean space. The study of physics introduces other
functionals such as mass, electrical charge, etc.

A special branch of mathematics, the calculus of variations, deals
with the problem of maximizing or minimizing the value of a func-
tional. It tells us, for example, that a plane figure whose perimeter
has a given length has the maximum possible area if its perimeter is a
circle.

acrd lhasmalcs Gan Soiltmeadms sal SditAtisal

The tumultuous growth of mathematics during a period of
over two thousand years produced a great superstructure resting on
a very shaky foundation. During the second half of the 19th century
mathematicians undertook a systematic analysis of the foundations
of mathematics in order to plug the holes that had developed. We
note smile, of the questions that they raised and answered. The
answers to them questions have helped to give contemporary math&
matics its charatteristic flavor.

i. Sistbs

Weird numbers like the square root of 2, or the square root of
had been introduced as a convenience. What did they really mean,
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and why were thOy legitimately cAlled numbers? The answer to
this quest.ion was supplied by what we may call "Operation Boot-
strap", the constructive definition of hexer and more adequate num-
ber systems with the help of the smaller and less adequate ones. The
natural numbers are used to construct the integers; the integers
are used to construct the rationals; the rationals are used to
construct the !beats; and the reals are used to construct the complex
number system. At each stage of the construction, it is proved as a
theorem in Ow smaller system that the larger system that has been.
constructed miry exists. This removes once and for all the mystery
that lurked in the shadows of our earlier vague notions of the irra-.
tional and the imaginary.

L Ind is a Csailmeni

This question had plagued mathematics since the days of Zeno awl
his famous paradoxes. The Dedekind-Ciantor theory of irraticitids
supplied the answer. Developing this theory required excunsions
into the theory of point sets.

1. Wirt h hilikyl.
a

The concept of infinity crept into mathematics through many doors.
It enter*i.in the form of the infinite divisibility of the Euclidean line.
It also entered in the form of the infinite extensibility,of the Euclidean
line. It popped up again in infinite series and the definite inte-
gral. Riemann cleared up one confusion by making the distinction
between unbounded and infinite. Cantor finally brought infinity
under control by developing the theory of seta and of transfinite
numbers. The theory of seta had its own troubles in the form of ap-
went contradictions. But these were ultimately eliminated by ex-
cluding from considenttion such unmanageable ideas as "the set of
all seta.

4. What b Millet

For some time mathematicians relied o/the rather meaningless
answer that a variable was a number that changed while it was under
discussion. A better and more meaningful answer came from the
further development of the science of logic: A variable is merely &
dunimy that may be replaced by any element of a given set. Closely
relatiO to the concept of variable is that of an open sentence. An
open sentence is a sort of printing press for printing a lot of statements
that have the same form. A statement is produced by the open sen-
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fence through replacing each variable in it by some element selected
from a specified set.

5. WI* Is s Fondue

In the happy days of the past all the functions people ever had to
use were represented by well-behaved analytic expressions. This led
to naive notions of what a function is when based on the use of formm-
las or graphs. But then pathological cases began to arise, such as
continuous function that had no derivatives or a continuous function
whose graph filled 'a square. The concept of function was finally
clarified when it was defined in its most general form on the basis of
the theory of seta: A function is a mapping of one set of elements into
another set of elements. Or, alternatively, it is defined as a particu-
lar kind of subset of the Cartesian product of the domain and range.
An incidental result of the perfected concept of function is that many-,' valuedfuction4 have been banished from the realm of legitimate ideas.\ By definition, every function is single-valued.

S. MAIM Is so IOW

The first injOgrals wvre integrals of continuous functions over a
finite interval. It soon tecarne necessary to extend the concept of
integrability to make room for integrals of discontinuous functions,
such as step functions, and for integrids over the infinite real line.
Lebesgue raised the question of how far we can generalize the concept
of integrability and of integral, and answered it by developing the
theory of measure and the Lebesgue integral. Underlying the theory
of measure is the concept of a ineasurable space defined by means of a
a-ring of subsets of the space (a ring closed under differences and
denumerable unions). Measure theory now provides a rigrous
foundation for the theory of probability.

7. What is a Gesiestril

Felix Klein answered this question with the help of the concept of a
group of transformations. A given space can be mapped into itself
in many ways. Of particular interest are those mappings or transfor-
mations that are one- to-one and have the entire space as range. The
set of all such one-to-one into transformations is a group. For each
subgroup of this group it is possible to consider questions such as
these: What figures in this space are mapped onto each other by the
transformatikint of the subgroup? What properties of these figures
remain. unchanged when the figures are transformed?r
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Klein- proposed the fniitful idea that the study of such questionsfor any subgroup constitutes ,a geometry. Thus, there is a geometrybelonging to every one of these subgroup; of the full transformationgroup. On the basis of this idea it is possible to set up hierarchies ofgeometries. When the group of one geometry is a subgroup of thegroup of another geometry, the latter geometry is more general thanthe former. The theoreths-of the geometry determined by the largergroup become theorems of the geometry determined by the smallergroup. For example, the geometry of similarity in Euclidean geometrybelongs to a particular group of transformations of vector space. Thegeometry of congruences belongs to a subgroup of that group. Thetheorems about similar figures also apply to congruent figures. Thatis, congruence is a special case of similarity. One of the most beautifulresults of this apptoach to the study of geometry was Klein's demon-stration of the existence of both Euclidean geometry and non-Euclid-ean geometry within projective geometry.

1. Adamants' d Wins emslry

Euclid's Elements undertook the task of developing geometry as adeductive system, in which all theorems are derived from explicitlystated postulates. Euclid did his work so well that the Elementsbecame the modeliand the inspiration for other postulational systems,even outside the domain of mathematics. For example, Newtonwrote his Principia, and Spinoza tried to write hiseEthies u a sequenceof theorems derived from explicitly stated assumptions and appro-priate definitions. Nevertheless, the model itself is imperfect as apostulational structure. Euclid injected circular reasoning in theform of proofs by superposition, and he left a big gap in the structurewhen he failed to deal with relations of order. These defects werecorrected in Hilbert's axioms for Euclidean geometry. Many otherways of axiomatizing Euclidean geometry are possible. Birkhoff hasprepared a set of axioms that uses length of a line and angle meainsre asprimitive notions. Prenowitz has prepared another set of axiomsbuilt'around the notion of a consu iset. The latter two seta of axiomshaie been offered as having the advantage of leading to a rigorousdevelopment of Euclidean geometry that is simple enough to be withinthe grasp of high school students.
I have described eight areas in which mathematics has subjecteditself to searching self-criticism in order to build a rigorous foundationfor its elaborate superstructure. If you reexamine what I have saidabout each of these eight areas you will find that I had to use the word"set" in order to describe what was done. All avenues of investiga-tion of the foundations of mathematics converge towards set theory.
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In a systematic deductive development of mathematics all construc-
tions radiate out from set theory like the spokes of a wheel from a hub.
Set theoretic concepts are as necessary to mathematical discourse
today as common nouns are to ordinary discourse. The 'analogy
invoked by this remark, by the way, is not a superficial one, in view
of the fact that every common noun defines a set.

Madera Mamas

1. auks' Vona Modsra Approach

Modern mathematics is the direct result of the multiplicity of
spaces and geometries and the multiplicity of algebraic strictures
developed by classical mathematics. Modern mathematics is to
classical mathematics as elementary algebra is to elementary Arith-
metic. Elementary arithmetic deals with many numbers in the real
number .system, but its statements are always assertions about
relationships connecting specific numbers. Elementary algebra, on
the other hand, by using variables, has a way of making assertions
that are valid for many numbers or even for all numbersk in the real
number system. For example, whereas arithmetic ) may say
2+3=3+2, algebra will say =+Y=Y z. Similarly, while classical
mathematics deals with many different mathematical structures, its
typical approach is to study relationships in one structure at a time.
Modern mathematics, on the other hand, studies at one stroke the
properties of all structures of a particular type. Thus, while classical
mathematics may study the real number system, which happens to
be an ordered field, modern mathematics will study ordered fields in
general. Naturally, whatever is discovered about ordered fields in
general will apply to the real number system in particular.

Sinalus: Adalaik, Dsialin, Mind

The purpose of modern mathematics in dealing with many struc-
tures at once dictates the form that it takes. Modern mathematics
is necessarily axiomatic, deductive, and abstract. It defines a type of
structure, such as a field, as a set of element. and relations satisfying
certain axioms. As in Euclid's axiomatic treaunent of geometry, it
deduces theorems from axioms. The treatment is abstract in the
sense that no meanings are attached to the terms and the relations
used in the axioms other than those expressed by the axioms them-
selves. Thus, in a topdogical space, a point should not be understood
as something that can be represented by a dot on the blackboard.
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It is merely an element in a set having special subsets known as open
sets that satisfy certain axioms.

The advantage of the abstract approach is that one abstract struc-
ture may have many concrete representations. By not being tied to
one interpretation of the terms, we are free to use many interpreta-
fions. Thus, some topological spaces have points tillat are points
of elementary geometry, others have points that are the lines of
elementary geometry, and still others have points that are functions.
Similarly, there are many possible interpretations for the points of a
projective plane: They may be interpreted as the points of a Euclid-
ean plane to which the ideal points on the "line at infinity" have been
added, or as the lines in a bundle of lines through a point in Euclidean
3-spare, or as certain equivalence classes of triples of numbers.

3. Ns** SWAIN: Vera: Spas

Some of the abstract structures of modern mathematics are referred
to as algebraic structure's. Others are referred to as spaces. What
is the distinction between them? An algebraic structure is defined by
means of operations analogous to addition and multiplication,
satisfying certain axioms. Groups, for example, are defined in terms
of one operation, and rings and fields are defined in terms of two
operations. A space, however, is defined by means of certain dis-
tinguished eubsets that satisfy particular axioms. Thus, a projective
space is defined in terms of subsets called lines, a topological space
in terms of the subsets called open sets, and a measurable space in
terms of subsets called measurable sets.

4. Many Delwin Sys los

At one time the geometry of Euclid was unique in being axiomatic
and deductive. Now all mathematical structures are axiomatic
and deductive. One of the arguments for teaching Euclid in the
high schools used to be that it Was the best vehicle for introducing
young people to a deductive system. This argument is no longer,
valid. To introduce young people to deductive systems, we now
have many deductive systems to choose from. We don't have to
wait for the lOth year to do it, and we don't have to restrict deductive
reasoning to the study of geometry.

0. Fnm Fevasemeses Is Noy Deiluelleas

A characteristic of modern mathematics is its attempt to hi) u
general as possible. A modern mathematician is not content with
proving a theorem by means of given axioms. As soon as he has
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proved the theorem, he tries to see how many axioms he can leave outand still prove the theorem. He tries to find out how much he canweaken his salmis and still be able to prove the theorem. In short,he is never happy merely with finding sufficient conditions for histheorem. He wants to know which conditions are also necessary.By proving a theorem with the weakest possible set of assumptions hefinds the broadoit domain to which the theorem applies.

larkwPlumbe MORI

The modern mathematician is concerned with whole structuresrather than individual members of the structure. His typical tech-nique for studying a stricture is to map one structure into another.Naturally, a central role is played by the structure-preserving map-pinp known in general as. "homomorphisms," and as "isomorphisms"if they are one-to-one and onto. Thus, the algebraist uses mappingsthat put sums into sums and products into products. The student ofprotective pometry sties mappings that put lines into lines (colline-ations). The student of topology uses mappings that put open setsinto open seta (open mappings), or more frequently, mappings forwhich the inverse image of an open set is an open set (continuous
mappings). The student of measure themy uses measurable functions,for which the inverse image of a measurable set ki a measurableset.

7. hipssas deo MN Ilistar Spilm

The modern mathematician often uses a classical mathematicalstructure as the starting point of his investigations. He analysesthe structure to isolate from it certain separate qualities. He studiesthese qualities in abstraction in separatestructures. Then he puts thestructures together in various combinations. Thus, he finds thatthe real number system may be viewed as a group, a ring, a field,an ordered set, a topological space, etc. So he stud4s abstractlyimps, rings, folds, ordered sets, topological spaces, ete. Thenhe studies such things as topological groups, topological rings, topo-logkal fields, ordered fields, att., in which two structures are combinedinto one.
After he has found many qualities in a given structure, the modern

mathematician is oftea particularly intimated in Wing out bowmany of "theme qualities he must put together to obtain the originalstructure. For man*, the real numbersystem has these properties:(s) It is a number systan in the sense that it has two operstkme*Bed addition sad indtiitheatim) that are assookitivo sad sow
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mutative and the multiplication is distributive with respect to addi-
tion. (b) It is an extension of the rational number system. (c) It
is ordered. (d) It has the property that any nonempty set in lit
having an upper bound has a least upper bound. The interesting
thing about these properties is that they characterize the real number
system. Any system that has these four properties must be the real
number system (that is, is isomorphic to it).

Is The Ihis d

Since we have stressed the advantages of the formal deductive
approach of modern mathematics, it is necessary to say something
about its limitations. Not all mathematics is formal and deductive.
In the first place, mathematical discovery is not deductive. The
research mathematician who gropes his way towards new theorems is
guided by analogy, hunches, trial and error, and flashes of intuitive
insight. It is only after he has made his discoveries that he uses
hindsight and shows how he could have arrived at his conclusions most
economically by deductive reasoning.

In the second place, deductive system is incapable of supplying
the justification for its acceptance as a legitimate mathwinatical
system. mathematical system is legitimate only if it is consistent,
that is, free of contradiction. A proof of the consistency of a aystein
may be developed as a theorem of metamathematics (reasoning oboist
the mathematical syptem, but not in that system). But the validity
of the proof depends on mourning the consistency of the system of
axioms underlying the metamathematicid argument. In the case of a
system inclusive enough to contain the natural numbers of arithmetic,
this assumption means taking more for granted than does the assum-e
tion that arithmetic itself is consistent. This fact follows from Godel's
theorem that such a consistency proof requires rules of inference eve
stronger than those of arithmetic. Thus the problem of proving the
consistency of arithmetic is not solved, but merely shifted to other
ground. For this reason, it is common practice to folksy, two pro-
cedures to establish the consistency of a deductive system. One
procedure is to wove only rolaties camistency. For example, it is
poisibie. to prove that nowEuciktean gewnEAry is consistent if
Euclidean geometry is conliatent. The second procedure is to prove
the absolute cmusistalcy of a system by producing a ocmcrete rep*.
gestation of it. But this, of course, involves an appeal to intuition.
In constructing mathenatical systems we cannot exclude intuitift
entirely. we can only restrict auk area in which we must lean on

-intuition.
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Even if we could do without intuition in creating mathematics,
it would bg folly to try to do without it in teaching mathematics.
I am sure that all of you must have had the experience that I have

-'often had of following it deductive argument, step by step, and ending
up not knowing what it was that had been proved. While a deductive
argument may show us where one tree stands in relation to another,
an intuitive argument is often the best way of seeing the woods that
are made up of all those trees.

While we stress the limitations of deductive argument, let us not
forget, meanwhile, the limitations of intuition. Intuition is a useful
guide, but sometimes an unreliable one. Let us remember that
intuition misled some 18th-century mathematicians into saYing that
the infinite series 1-1+1-1+. . . has a sum equal to %. What
is "discovered" by intuition has to be checked by rigorous deductive
argument.

Mathematics in the form of an axiomatic deductive system has
sometimes been described as a game. The mathematician, it is said,
makes up the rules of the game in the form of axioms. Then he pro-
ceeds to play the game according to the rules. Some people have
gone beyond this assertion to say that mathematics is only a game,
played without regard to any possible *pplications. This assertion
is not correct. It is true that the pure mathematician should be
free to explore in any direction his curiosity carries him. But his
choice of the rules of his game is not entirely arbitrary. He tries to
select rules that he and his colleagues will judge to be significant.
And the measure of significance is usually the extent to which the
rules relate to existing mathematical structures and to practical
applications.

Pure mathematics has benefited greatly by growing up in intimate
contact with practical applications. To see the truth of this state-
ment we need only recall how the theory of elliptic integrals and
functions grew out of the pendulum problem, how Fourier series
grew out of the study of heat, how the study of Riemannian c.Ametry
was stimulated by re4ivity theory, and how the study of Hilbert
spaces was encouraged by quantum -mechanics. The greatest mathe-
maticians have always combined dedication to pure mathematics
with a strong interest in its applications. This is show') for example
in the work of Gauss, Klein, Poincare, Weyl, and Von Neumann, to"
mention only a few.
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10, Growth Through Spode Maass

The growth of moderh mathematics has led to increased sppcial-
ization. Speciahzation leads to a fragmentation by subdivision of
subject matter. At the same time, however, there is a growing
unification of method. Set-theoretic 'methods permeate all of modern
mathematics. Algebraic methods reach out into topology. Topo-
logical methods are used to deal with problems in analysis, etc.
For example, in algebraic topology, essentially geometric configura-
tions are studied by the examination of associated groups. The
typical technique is to set up a sequence of groups such that each
group is mapped homomorphically into the next one in the sequence.
Now this algebraic technique, developed originally for the study of
topology, has been generalized and axiomatized in homological algebra
aliki has become a tehnique of abstract algebra. Another interesting
example of the trend towards unification is found in the way an
existence proof in the theory of differential equations can be derived
from a fixed-point theorem in topoloior.

11. Lissies1 Mallisrecs: Exhisisd all Chdlisi

One fact, implicit in what I have said about modern mathematics,
should nevertheless be stated explicitly. Modern mathematics does
not replace classical mathematics. It generalizes it, supplements it,
unifies it, and deepens our understanding of it. But classical mathe-
matics in the form of arithmetic, analysis, and geometry is as impor-
tant as it ever was.

12. lksisa al Csisupssup lhaumits

I would like to comment at this poiin on some aspects of the strategy
of contemporary mathematics that important even though not at
all new. The mathematician uses some of his typical methods in
classical, as well as in modern, mathematics. The methods are
worth noting here because the mathematician uses them in elementary,
as well as in advanced, mathematics.

a. After defining a structure or a configuration of which there may be many
examples, the mathematician frequently seta himself the task of identifying
and classifying all the poodble examples. for instance, algebraiste are
trying to identify and classify all finite groups. They have solved the
classification problem for finite commutative groups. They have only
scratched the surface of the problenifor finite groups in general. Classifi-
cation is often secompththed by picking out a set of simple cases and then
expresedng all otter eases as eombiations of the simple eases. For example,
finite commutative groups are factored into products of cyclic groups. In
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arithmetic, integers are expressed as woducts of primes. In plane geometry, r
polygons are decomposed into triangles.

b. Classification h often acemphated by dividing the set of things being
studied into equivaknee classes and the showing that each equivalence class
contains one and only we (demon d special type. This is the technique
of reducing to canonical form. In elementar algebra, for example, we reduce
polynomials to the canonical form Go' . + a. In arithmetic we reduce
fractions to the canonical form called "lowest terms".

c. Sometimes we pick out a set of simple cases and show shit although other
cases cannot be reduced to the simple cases, at Waft they can be approxi-
mated by than. Apwoximatkm theorems occur h2 many branches of
'asthmatics. In the theory of numbers for exam*, there is a theorem
that every real number can be &moo:basted as dimly as we please by
ratkma number whose &nominator r not too Ng. Specifically, it says
that if a is real and U g is poidtive intern', we cow And integers 2, y such

that ay14 with 1 Si In the theory of functions of real varist4e

we have the Welerstrass theorem that any continuous function on the closed
segment from 0 to 1 can be awoxknated by polymmktis. In algebraic
topology, compact metric spaces are approximated by finite polyhedra. In
elementary calculus and in plane ponsetry &tea approximate a rectifiable
curve by an iftcribed polygon.
d. Sometimes we study structure by eosin what happess wheal we map
it into one of a set of simple and wastwown exam*. of that structure.
For example, a group is often studied by mapping it We a matrix group. A

ring may be Audied by mapping it into the ring of entionsorphions of a group
(bonsonwrphiems of Nye group Into 'WM). If we map each polynonthd with
real coefilekete into its residue elan nsodulo 0+1, we Wive a homonscniphion
that can be used to prove that the samples ntunber system exids, that It ki
a Aoki, that It eontaift fig real number system as a subleid, and, et course,
that it contains a square root of 1.

I. We have but deecsibed four ways in Irbil* the simplest cams of a structure
or oonkuration are used to Andy the general eased. There is one tedinique
which uses the opposite approach. It Audits the gerimial area by payhig
partiodez attention to the exceptional, pathological ewe. It is agoIogoss to
the wok, in whisk peyebokiiiste learn about normal heliavier by studybig musses
and partisans. In the theory d tunstioul if a somplex variable, forenampkt,
we eseountar the initdar po6a1e et a (*notion. flees are the points where
the tumid= close% behave itself at all, and in feet, may not eve) be dam&

Far frwri Ignoring the singular points, we pay partieubs attantion to them,
because they have a gnat intsenee on the. Wavier ot the fast at the
points near the singularity. Tbe tonsil= Waves in one way neer pole,
and in a tINWrent way war an emential shwilarity. iiiirMart, the theory
d systems apt orrinary titer dOtereatial eouitioas, we had It to our advantage
to exanAne the orbital point of the oyster) (the Owe waste all essoimomis of
the derivative vaniek), because the nature of the solutions to tlio system of
equations depends on what happens in the neWgiorhood of the (*Weal point.
In elementary Wog= we use a idailez approadi to help us to serve truing
by Int identffying the pathologisal ors the diesontinuities, the magma
and minima, and the points of inflestion.
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f. An interesting feature of many branches of ivathematic* is the madame
of duality. Wherever duality occurs, a themem can immediately be trim-
lated into a dual theorem without any further prod. In Projective ;gape
geometry, point and line are dual to ivich other. In projective 3-spce, point
and plane are dual to each (*her. In linear algebra, a vector mice over
scalar field and the set of linear mapOiNgs of the space into the scalar field
are dual to each (Aber. In elementary plane gemnetry thee is an imperfect
duality of point and line, and w related duality of side and angle in a polygon.
In spherical geometry there is the duality of great circle and pole. Camelot's
use of duality, where it exists, makes possible the discovery d new relation-
ships; and affix& a deeper insight into the relatimuhips that hold a structure
together.

MAnWes Item and Mare Mai* Raided hi Man's AdvMss

While mathematics, in the form of pure mathematks, has reached
dizzying height of abstraction, it has kept its feet on the ground by
multiplying and extending its applicatims.

I. Itsladia of lb Simon

Now, more than ever, it is true that mathematics m the handmaiden
'of the sciences. century the science of phrics had already
made abundant use of mathematics in mechanics, optics, the theory of
heat, and electromagnetk theory. Analysis need to be the chief
mathematical tool of the physicist. Now, with the development of
relativity theory and quantum-mechanics, he has had to learn Rieman-
nian geometry and modern algebra. The increasing role that chance
wocesses !gay in physical theory compels him to learn probability
theory as well.

No area of science today can avoid using mathematical methods:
For example, mathematics has spilled over from phylcs into the
ithysicl scimces of chemistry and geology. It has invaded the life
sciences d lioksgy and psychoksgy, and has expanded into the social
sckaces too.

L WO% Comms, rM Wm

With the growing complexity of industels1 and business life, indwary
awl comma* have awed more and more question; that can be
Gamma adequately only by the use of matimmustical methods. In*
maw* NW 'maim waken use actuarial matheinatka. indaitries
undertaking quality eontra this statistical mAhotbo. Commaial
establishmesta choose from smog sitanative comes of ration with
the &tip of iiowr invogramming. Military stratiegkita plan their
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moves with the help of the theory of games. Communications
engineers use information theory and Boolean algebra.

I. khan* &drank Capin

To deal with complicated problems at high speed, automatic
electronic computers have been constructed. Mathematicians share
in the designing of the computers and in setting up their programs.
Because of the widespread use of computers, logarithms have lost their
importance as a computational tool.

4. bombe b Mw DMus

To meet the new demands made by science, industry, and govern-
ment, mathematics has had to grow in new directions. There is
vigorous development of the theory of differential equations, and
methods of solving them by means of computers. There has been a
tremendous growth in the theories of probability and statistics. New
areas of study like linear programming, the theory of games, and
information theory have sprung up over night.

L Imprimis Tali%

The spread of automation in industry is changing the chtracter of
the labor force. The tendency is to reduce the amount of unskilled
and semi-eicilkid labor that is used, and to increase the need for tech-
nically trained personnel with a knowledge of mathematics. The
importance of mathematics in vocational training will continue to
grow in the future.

L WNW al Mal Waft

The production of food, clothing, and shelter has never been man's
sole concern. He has always found it necessary to ponder over deep
questions about man's relation to man and about his place in the
universe. Even these questions have now taken on a thathematical
character. I shall refer to only two obvious examples.

For thousands of years 'philosophers have had endless debates
about the meaning of infinity. It is impossible to talk sense on this
subject without taking into account what mathematics has contributed
through the theory of the continuum and transfinite numbers. In
the past, philosophers have speculated about the nature of space.
Is it finite dr infinite? Lit bounded or unbounded? It is imposiible
to talk stnse about these questions too without taiting into account
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what Riemannian geometry has 00ntributed through the theory of
relativity. Niathematies is increasingly important as an essential
ingredient of a liberal education.

In this conference that opens today, you will he discussing ways
to adjust mathematics teaching to all the changes that have taken
place within mathematics as a pure science and the many uses of
mathematics in the world of work and the world of thought There
can be no doubt that b-tvause of your efforts here this wefk our schools
will make considerable progress in this direction.



laplicatkon of tbs Ckalps M liathematics for die Rots of the
Mathematics Supervisor

CARL IL ALLE110011FER

ONI Of Illy most serious professional weaknesses is a willingness tospeak in public on subjects with which 1 have had relativdy littlepersonal experience. Although I am quite close to the changing scenein school mathanatics, I know hardly anything about State super-visors of mathematics. I have met some of you at other conferencesin an informal way,,but I know vary little about your actual dutiesand activities. We have no State supervisor of mathematics inWashington from whom I could get a britang in preparing thisOn the other hand, I have been in ckne touch with many of theschool districts in the State of Washington, for their people have aright to look to the mathematics department of their State Univensityfor leadership and assistance. I have met with school boards, super-intendents, principals, teachers, !Amnia, and pupils, and I havereasonably good idea of their problems. Probably the State of Wash-ington does not present precisely the some problems u those whichyou meet in your own States, and consequently some of my rimarksma, not fit your particular situation. You should listen to me thenas if the title of my paper we "How I would like to see a supervisorof mathematics function in the State of Washington." L. hope thata paper with this more limited scope may still be of some use to allof you.
The functions of such a State supervisor may be indicated by fourwords: information, inspiration, inservice education, and humility.The first three of these imply duties and the fourth is an -attitude.Let us discuss these in turn.

A

When. I meet with groups of mathematicians on the national level,I can easily get the impression that the revolutim in mathematicsis an accomplished fact. ,Evecyone at these meetings knows all abouttile Commission on Mathematics, 8MSG, MOW the Ball Statepejo* the Madison project, and so forth. We are prepared to disw
28
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cuss the differences among these programs, their relative merits,
possible advancos beyond them, and how well our students are doingin them. When we get back home, however, we will probably findthe situation quite different. In the first place, many members of
university (amities a.re n4)t, fully informed about this movement_
With ce_rtain outstanding exceptions, school districts have only heard
rumors about a change and are badly confused In some of these
districts therve is a teacher who has attended a summer institute, or
a-principal who has got the word, or so 11 parentA who have heard of
Cuisinsire, or a curriculum supervisor who has attemptA to get things
off the ground. But there is often a lack of the deep understanding
which must he spread through every level of administration and in-
struction of the school system.

When I am called upon to meet with representatives of such a
Fiell001 system, it is clear that my first job is to give them a very
largo amount of textual information. The objectives and the natureof the reform movement must be e.xplained in words that carry
meaning to the particular audience involved. I have quite different
speeches on the matte* for administrators, teachers and parents.;The administrators and teachers need a detailed summary of the
existing sets of recommendations pointing out differences as well as
-similarities; they are anxious about the future and should be toldwhat further plans these curricular groupg are making. They are
ospecially concernod about the relative merits of the new commercial
textbooks now coming on the market. They are concerned about
acceleration, calculus,.. integrated curricula, university entrance
requiretuents, and advanced placement. The list is endless.

Surely, then, you must be extremely well informed on all of their
matters.. You must be prepared to explain the current movement to
everyone in sight. noreover, you must have materials to distribute
which they can re and in turn pass on to others in the school system.

Our first pro6lcia is to arrange for you to obtain this information
as quickly as possible and in a form suitable for distribution in the
field. There are many present channels, such as meetings of this
kind, meetings of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics,
The Afathematica Te4dier, newsletters from various curricular groups,
salesmen from publishing companies, and visiting" speakers. Thesemust 01 be exploited, but the flow of information could be much
better organized. I suggest that one of the discussion groups at
this conference deal with this problem, and possibly that this is a
field where cooperation and national effort would be to the advantage

. of all. Is there a possibility that the Office of Education could help
you assemble tith information and see that it is published and made
available in a txmvesient form?
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Inspiration

In spite of all the ferment for reform in informed quarters, I findthat some school people are resistant to change and cool to thismovement. It is easy tvmderstand their point of view, for changeoften means trouble and%equent criticism from parents who do notunderstand what is going on. Some teachers and principals fearthat they cannot handle the new materials. Parehts are nervousand fear that their children may not be able to get into college orfind employment if the old-fashioned drill is not maintained.
Clearly, your second job is to be a salesman and to inspire, theme

conservatives to join the .rest of the profession. There are variouskinds of weapons which you can use. First, you can emphasize the
professional standing of the people behind the movement and becomeacquainted with the prominent names, their institutional connections,and their publications. Second, you can speak of the very generalagreement of every competent mathematician who has studied thismatter, for we are agreed on these icteas with very few exceptions.Most convincing, however, is a careful analysis of standard text-books pointing out the serious errors contained in them, not to mentionthe many sources of confusion. I have broken down quite a fewrecalcitrant citizens by posing the following problem which I extractedfrom a best-selling algebra book.

Tile usual answer from the uninitiated is Then I ask them tocheck the result by substituting x=0 in the original expression andin their answer. The bewildering result is that 2=0. After thesepeople have realized that there really is something concrete anduseful to learn, they are much more willing to listen to what 1 haveto say.
A more .difficult question to answer is whether the results of thenew forms of instruction are actually better than the old. So far asI am aware, there have been few, if any, serious comparative studieswhich would stand up under critical analysis. The best answer thatcan be given at present is to quote the reactions of teachers andstudents who have had experience with the new programs. A col-lection of such comments would be most helpful.
A problem related to that of inspiration is that of dealing withthose school people who think that conversion to the new program isan easy matter. I have had requests for a series of six lectures whichwould "modernize" all the mathematics teachers in a school system.Other people are looking for a gimmick, such as Cuisinaire rods, tele-
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vision, programmed learning, or the like; and they assume that ifthey make a command decision to adopt some such new device theirproblems will be solved. In such situations there is clearly a basiclack of understanding of the nature of the new program, and additionalinformation and inspiration must be forthcoming.
On the other hand, there is the reverse problem of handling the over-eager, "let's-do-it-all-tomorrow" type of administrator. His ardormust not be cooled, but he must he brought to realize that he is infor long-range program of education and continuing change. Thesudden introduction of new materials throughout a school systemwithout proper preparation of the teaching staff can result in horriblechaos and disillusionment with the whole idea. The proper-approachto such zealots is to outline a proper step-by-step procedure full ofinformation, inspiration, and inservice education.

Intake Eckman

After a school system is fully aware of the nature of the proposedchanges, and after all portions of the community including parents,administrators, and teachers are agreed that they are ready to embarkupon the adventure, then comes the hard work of getting downto business.
It is sheer madness to give the ordinary teacher any of the newteaching materials and tell him to start using them, unless he has hadrather extensive preparation. If he has been to one, or preferably,

several, well-organized summer institutes, or has just graduated froma proper undergraduate curriculum, there will probably be no problem.Most of our teachers, however, do not meet these qualifications,and some sort of inservice education is absolutely necessary.
The most serious problem of inservice education is to obtain compe-tent lecturers for the courses. If a school system is within commutingtwinge of a college which has the right sort of mathematics faculty,ptofossors from the college can sometimes be prevailed upon to givethe lectures. In large centers, requests for inservice courses canswamp tile college people; we at the University of VPashington canmeet only a small fraction of the requests of this kind from withinour own area alone. It is a serious blunder to take just any collegeman; for the mathematics situation in many colleges is at least asbad as it is in the schools. College people can help out, but they canmake only a small dent in the total problem.

Mote and more I am advising school' systems that in this matterthey i't lift themselves by their own Ixiot straps. A superintendent's
first reiction to such a proposal is usually unfavorable, but withpatien4 administrators can be brought aro4nd. There are many
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aspects of this boot-strap operation, and each school district tnust findthe method which suits its own conditions. My own preference inthe State of Washington goes something like this: At the Universityof Washington we offer a good selection of modern courses for schoolteachers. For example, this summer we have work in arithmetic,junior high school algebra and geometry, senior high school geometry,9th- and nth-grade algebra, statistics( and calculus. We recotpmendthat a school district supportone or more key teachers and send themto our summer session. On the basis of his study there, this teachercan then help lead other teachers in the district in after-school seminarson the modern material. If he runs into difficulties, he can contactthe university ; and we can help him out during the year by correspond-ence or by occasional visits. When this kind of wogram has beenrepeated several years, the school district will begin to stand on itsown feet.
Although the inservice problem is serious for sailor high teachers,it is more acute for the junior high and elementary people. Manyteachers, not having strong backgrounds in mathunatics, require themost careful sad extensive retraining. Relatkvely few of them areable to attend sununer schooLor summer institutes, and so inserviceeducation is all that is left. I recommend that their retraining beconducted by a competent senior high school mathematics teacher,whose regular teaching duties are appropriately reduced. If a localmathematics supervisor is up to date, he coulcl easily be giving in-struction of this kind as one of his *sin functs.All of this requires orgFanizatim and outside help, for the schooldistricts are not experienced in such a program. I suggest thatmajor function of a State mathematics supervisor is to conduct thefield work necessary to get such programs organized. This will takerepeated visits to the districtsit cannot be done from a deg in theState capitol. Andso I believe that a major topes for discumiou atthis conference should be ways and means of oiganizing inserviceprograms in your respective States.

May
Finally, I should like to turn to the proper attitude of a Statesupervisor toward the towhees in the &id. On this pant I have hadtwo kinds of experiences. Darin the last War, I NM s Govenunauteseipment ea supervisor of training programs **wed by the AirForce and appxydnisugy 26 colleges. With tpla ear d Aghly am.potent advitore I fevered the mink:alum and sent replatiom outto the Soon after tee-41;40Mo ince in teak dams I took trip
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to Haverford College, my own institution and one of the participatingcolleges, to see how things were going. To my great shock I found thatthe regulationft I had written, with my own college in mind, wereunsuitable in a great many way, for the problems actually beingfaced. This was a sobering experience which has affected my attitudetoward the central administration of education ever since.

More recently I have been working with school districts in my areaand have experimented with different approachefk. I am convincedbeyond any doubt that the very worst way to supetvise education isto issue regulations from a central iiiiithority. In a great many in-stances the regulations 'do not it local conditions, and moreover the
imposition of such regulations stifles creative work on the part of thelocal people.

I hve found that the best approach is to take the position of advisor
and friend, to make no claim to have all the answers, to offer help and
support where needed, but never to till a school district what it mustdo. Let us concentrate an making our supervisors expert consnitante,
rather than minor-league dictators.

Couftsiss

As I view the situation, the job of the State supervisor has been
greatly transformed by the introduction of the new ideas for mathe-matics education. You are becoming the most important figure inyour State's program in mathematics, and union; you are prepared todo your job, your State is likely to fall behind the rest of the countryin this effort. You must be swell-informed source of information, a
missionary who exudes inspiration, an organizer who can arrange for
inservice education and consultation of many kinds, and a counselorand friend who influences your constituents through persuasion ratherthan by means of regulations and authority. You have a big job, and Ihope that the &amnions in this conference will help each of you to
prepare yourself for your manifold tasks.



New Media of Instruction*

ARTHUR W. LAME

THE
BASIC ELEMENTS OF the new media of instruction havebeen with us for many years. The implementation of these devicesand techniques in the educational program is long overdue, butbreakthroughs are occurring throughout the Ntioii on two relatedfronts:

I. Schools are being designed and school programs modified to make use ofthe new technique.
2. Classroom teachers, college research departrne0, and industrial corpora-tions are developing promising teaching techniclues for classroom use.

These developments are not isolated factors in our national educa-
tional complex. They are part of the intensified interest in oursearch to find ways to improve instruction at all levels.

Communication between teacher and pupil always has been andalways will be the basis of education as we understand it. New toolsof classroom communication are being adopted slowly. Comparedwith our dynamic industrial development, classroom use of theseproven tools of communication reveals education as something of an
old-fashionecr locomotive in the roundhouse, lighting up the boilers,while industry is taking off by jet.

We all recognize that American education is a highly complexsocial institution that will slowly but surely respond to the needs andideas of the times. We stand on the edge of an exciting era withmany major breakthroughs on the horizonbreakthroughs holdingthe high promise of more and better education for the young peopleof this Nation.'
Assaults are being made on the age old problem of how we learn.For years, work has been going on in our universities to solve the

many ramifieations of this psychological riddle. Under the provisionsof the National Defense Education Act and other federal and privately
sponsored research projects, programs are being developed which maychange the eduCational pattern during the next 10 years. Ournational institutions have made significant contributions in science

*Comments aseempanytigg and explaining a domonetratien of new Inetnntional
34
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education, modern foreign-language instruction, and in the teachingof elementary and secondary mathematics.
The results of this work are being force-fed to the public. Scholarlytexts are written and research papers are published in our educational

journals, but for the first time newspapers, magazines, and televisionwriters are reporting these results to the public in a highly dramaticfashion.
Parents are asking educators

What about community colleges for our city?
What must we do to have advanced placement classes in our secondary

schools?
What provisions are we making for the gifted?
Why must we wait so long for the new mathematics programs to be instituted

in our schools?
Must our children wear out the present books before we buy the new?
Or must we wait till the teachers wear out?
Why do we not have team teaching in our schools?

As coordinators and supervisors in this worthy field of human
endeavor, you are well aware of these impending changes.

I would like to relate this concept of educational metamorphosisto the educational activities occurring in Norwalk (Connecticut).
Norwalk is a small children in the public schools.

Our yearly per-pupil expenditure is close to the aVerage of the Stateof Connecticut and we are now suffering from the chronic educational
pains of expansion brought about by increasing school population and
a shrinking education41 dollar. Exciting educational experiments
are now happening in elites both rich and poor. Those developed in
Lexington and Newton (Massachusetts) and Norwalk {Connecticut)have some of the desirable qualities which I believe will improve
education

Norwalk has completed its third year of team-teaching program.
Now past the initial testing stage, that program is operational and
growing. Last year, in 75 classrooms 20 percent of the pupils par-
ticipated full time in the program. Next year it will expand, par-
ticularly at the junior and senior high school levels. The success of
the communication techniques associated with team teaching has
encouraged many regular classroom teachers to adopt and adapt
these techpiques in the sett-contained classroom.

Ism not alone in holding the conviction that the new media of
communication can be used more efficiently and with greater educa-
tional impact in a school system organized along team- teaching lines.
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Advantages d the (Wood rat&
Let me give you some of the advantages in using one of these newmediathe overhead projector.

1. The projector is used in front of the group.
The Fweaenter faces the group, maintaining eye contact, at all times.He can observe reactions and adjust his program acurdingly.

2. A bright image is projevied in a fully liOsted room.
The room need not be darkened, thus reducing inattention anddrowsiness.
Audience and iwesenter are fully visaMe at all time.It is not necessary to keep the image on screen at all time or to turnlights on and a several tunes, as with projection in a darkened room.3. The horizontal stage provides for itextlility is presentation.The presenter can:

Write or draw extempwaroxnudy.
Project transparent objects, animated devWee, or flukk.
Use a pointer to can attention to details of tranvarewks.Use transparencies with several layers of Atm, unmasking them inprogressive disclosure or buikling theta up to kwm a composite

4. A separate projectionist is not required.
The overhead projector ccnntgements the twesent4w, it doer not replacehim.
The presenter contras the projector at all times and takes a prominentpart in the presentation.

3. Trasswessciss up to 10' s /Ow cis be used.
The large Ow simplifies preparation of artwork for tramwireneies.In most casek photographk reduction of original artwork hi not necessarytor.pradustion tratuwerw408.

S. Tresserroseiss cos be hotne-inatie.
Rudimentary art skilh can produce dramatk, prciessimai-lookingtransparencies.
Tranvareney-produsing equipment is simple and inexpenidve,7. color can bs used electively sod ecessessiesliy.
Diaso-color alms, In a wide ramp of onion, make It possible to preparemulti-104w transparencies at a traction of the cost involved in coloredphotographic transparencies.

8. A grout's individual work can it denosnagraled profEder.
No special skills ars respired to operate the projector.Any member of the group can use the projector to cork out problemor offer a insiggestim.

Transwencies for teaching elementary arithmetic and secondarymathematics can be made cheaply and essay 141 simple graphicequi)xnecit and supplies, availalge from your stationary store oraudiovisual dealer.
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Mad Foam br Tam Toadies

Team teaching requires no more ewe than self-contained classroomteaching, but the shape and functional requirements should be moth-fled to meet new &mine. There a a need for barge group-itystructimspaces, a nonteaching study ha or independent workroom areas, andla conference-type mom. The need for flexibility in classroomzsp can be met, by acowitically sound=proof, quirk-foldig partitions.
up imtniction is a most important feature of team teachingand good techer-pull communication is the key to sueressful pres-mtations. Each pupil mum. be abbe to see clearly and hear well, andbe comfortably seated in wa-ventilated room. It is helpful ifeach has before him a working surface upon which he can takenote.

These are the minimum requirements of any dassroom. The sameconditions of sexing, houing, and bear* comfortable apply to anyteaching situation, with a large group or a small one.

Classroom instruction at the elementary level has traditionallyfollowed these micepta:
1. 'The stattui of all tomboy is the tame.
2. The quality of learning bi determined by dais sisel
3. Each teacher has to 4o all the things that wed to
4. Effective learning must be In face-to-lace situ*
6. All teachers must perform the mune roles.

The sat-contained classroom himitvis the optizilu veness ofnew instructional manias and limits the use'-of educational television,filnn, and other devices.
Team totaling in Norwalk has been planned with the followingconcepts in mind

I. New careens have been created with increased west* and salaries.
2. What is to be learned determines the Ass at the group.

. 3. Teating diesels of teachers should be tapitallsed upon.
4. Some learning can be aective when acquired through automatial.
6. All teimgways tk) have to be adminktratms aid clerks.
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Curriculum Materials

VERYL SCHUIT

THE WORD "CLIRRICULML " is a rather recent addition to ourI language. Webster's early editions do not mention it. In the1856 edition of Webster's An American Didionary of the EnglishLanguage, however, the word appeared. with two definitions: "(1)A race course; a place for running; a chariot. (2) A course, in gen-eral; applied particularly to the course of study in a university."In recent editions, "a chariot" has been droppetl, and the word isused in the sense in which we now use it. The meaning has broadenedfrom specific course guides to all activities and materials related tothe pupils' school work.
In recent years, significant changes have taken place in curriculumconstruction. more thorough study of the goals of education andthe contribution of particular subjects is being made, scientific methodsand findings are providing valuable background for curriculumconstruction, and the importance of how we learn, as well as whatwe learn, is being recognized.
The present problems of what to teach are not new. Aristotle issaid to have remarked that all people do not agree on what a childshould learn, that we cannot determine whether to instruct a childin what will be useful to him in life, or what tends to virtue, or whatis excellent, for, says he, all of the things have their separatedefenders.
I think Aristotle would be *awl if he could step in today andsee the great amount of thought and effort spent on developing curric-ulums on the basis of a thorough study of.4`what will be useful, whattends to virtue, and what is excellent."
The U.S. Office of Education publication, Offerings and Enrollmentsin Science and Mathematics in Public High Schools-1958 includes areport on trends in curriculum revision. In reply to the question toprincipals, "Is the mathematics curriculum in your school beingrevised this year?", 40 percent of the answers were affirmative.Activity in this area increased notably from 1952 to 1957 and thereare good reasons to assume that it is still increasing. During the

38
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10-year period 1949-1959, while the school-population age groupincreased 22 percent and the number of high school pupils 45 percent,the mathematics enrollments increased 75 percent. Thus, there isnot only a larger mathematics population to provide for but also agreat range in abilities to consider.

Last year 200,000 elementry and high school pupils studied newprograms in mathematics. The new mathematics is related to everyphase of the technological and social order in which we live- hence,the great activity in curriculum development in mathematics: .The present curriculum in secondary school mathematics is aboutone hundred years old. Mathematicians *until recently have ignoredthe secondary school, while collegm continued to teach traditionalcourses and expert a traditional preparation from secondary schools.Colleges taught modern mathematics only at the graduate level.Secondary school administrators' and teachers could not modernizethe curriculum without college cooperation. Fortunately, the groupsnow attempting to modernize the curriculum combine the effortsof matheniaticians, teachers, and psychologists in order to developthe best possible program. aI80, these groups are preparing materialsfor students (both for classroom and for supplementary study),providing inservice work for teachers (on an individual basis throughreadings, and for groups), making careful evaluations, and, last butnot least, providing the publicity necessary for general acceptanceof a new program.
Where does the mathematics supervisor fit into this general cur-riculum picture? My discussion of the role of the mathematicssupervisor in developing curriculum materials is based on threemain sources of information : (I) The literature on the subject,(2) my personal experience working in my own school system andtalking and working with people in positions similar to mine, and(3) answers to 'questionnaires sent to a State supervisor. in everyState.

The literature is surprisingly meager concerning the role of super-visors in curriculum development. The role of teachers, principals,and superintendents is written up atmgreat length. In examining therecent books on curriculu'm and curriculum yearbooks of the AmericanAssociation of School Administrators and the Association for Super-vision and Curriculum Development in our library, I find that theword "supervisor" is not even mentioned in any index.. aPerhapsour place in the curriculum setup is still to be found. The pamphlet,The Supervisor of Mathematics: His Rok in the Improvement of Mat-ematics Instruction I, probably gives the most complete summary of

a Published by the Malawi Council of Teethes. of Mathematick net 10 p.
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supervisory and curriculum activities in mathematics that isavailable.
I shall now describe what I think are the important steps in curriculum development and point out possible functiom of the math-ematics supervisor in connection with each one of them.

SM.

A general advisory committee des as foliowing: (a) Constantlysurveys the whole curriculum of the schools. (6) Wow with schoO1personnel in developing a philosophy education act clecling whatis important. (c) Studies movignaite .Artmuk in all &lb.(d) Surveys the work of special canmittees such as those on textboAs,instructional aids, televised teaching, and iiima61a.Th mathestatics Supervisor
+Serve co the emend advisory emanates.
Kam this eonsmittee hemmed about exptalmomts and about the work ofnatimal committees.
Recommend the kelnaWm of onmgi a acmmittee me does nr4 exida.

no I

School personnel are made ware of the neat for evorietsison tom*
mathematics because of (a) changing school populations, (6) resultsresearch, (c) obsolescence of courses of stwiy, (d) enurgtmcy dif-ferentiated curricula set up in varknut schotAi to meet special needs,and (6) results of tegas4.

The usedkenotics espervietw night
+Make sciu:roi peroksimi aware of taboos needs throNgh information in newlett4us, and thus &wirer, directly or indirectly, the wmakm: Why u tit--vision needed?
Confer with adminktratows imxt teachers about activities in maihematicsawl work through superintendents of schools at the local level.
Report results of research and frixperinumtation through amsdtants, ems'Wows, and bulletkw.
+Eammrage careful experimomtation by teachtws or school systone equippedto carry through with depeeschible remits.
Arrange for extra time and/or extra pay for Withers doing experimmtation.Work in an advisory eapaaty with load ammittees who are *win forspecial currksulum needs.
+Speak at meditnis of administriams or teaehers and IM, than know thatthe supowvisor is available for blip.
+CtrealsAe informs** about work and mods d important eimninittesssuch as the Ccounieskm on Mathunatko of the College Ifiatzance az-strained= Board.
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+Arrange for speakers at to etings to let t, hem know, for instanek, howeolle-ge entranekt examinations are changing.
+Inform teachers about changes in standarditeKi tests, mathematics clritests,etc.
+Pubbeise oppmitunititibs for teachers to study more mattwinatics throughsuch amino as National nc Foundation Instituttbs, institutes sponaoreAby industry, and Continental Claagroom ) .

+Smure colkge and university cooperation in offering timwly mturses thatfulfill the teaclwrs' nftds.

The &ate vt of Educatien or a State organimtion mathe-matics iwiA up a planning (or :Wring) committee vAirit will: (a) Studyways for pupibi to attain, in mathematics, the objectives set up bythe Ad.vry Committee for all pub. (b) Study the curriculumnee& in mathematics. (c) Become familiar with reports of nationalcommittees concerned with ezrriculum. (d) Survey the expai-rnentation in mathematics. (e) Vikit schools *here unmually finework is going on. (f) Develop outlines of the new work. (g) Submitthe outlines to superior teachas for reactiom. (it) Prepare interimImil'IAin(s) to meet special needs.
The lesievantize supervisor wriglit
Revommtml paisonnel for the committee to the State Department ofEducatkm.
+Serve on thb eommittee eAther as chairman cw as a nwmber.
Arrange with autiKwities for smite released time fcm. the Planning CommitteeLo wort.
Provkk, wide repreemtatkm cm the committee, including teaciwrs (onseviffal school levels), imbject-mattAw specialitts, lay specialists, adminis-trators, mamba's of the State Department Staff, eAucatkmal special4tswiw are autiwities the learning iwoceeli.
+fkiliAy inter to the committee through prciessional magazines andthrough such reports as tiume of the Oommittee on the UndergraduateProgram in Matimmlatke and the Ccanmisidon oo Mathematko Colkp&draw* Examinatkm Board, the NCTM Curriculum Committee Repcsit,and the yearbooks of NCTIK.
Plan to get teachers' and Twincipahe reactimn oonowntng tiw revommen-dathms ct the Planning Cmnmittee.
+Make available to the committee pertinent facts about the school populationfor which it is *fining, web as results statewkk testing, statistkoconeerning study beyond the high school, dropouts, population changes,and oocupatimai changes.
Make available information cramming the preparation d teachers whowill be teaching the new causes.
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The activities of all commtttees concerned with mathematics curriculum4are coordinated and information i4/ mutually eiritangeti. Potentialcommittees are those concerned with (a) television teaching, (6)ineervice education, (c) textbooks, (d) learning aide, (e) testing.
714* nathmatice supervisor might
+Serve on all such committees as member or in an advisory capacity.Serve as the liakion.
Keep tixt oommitteee informed of important activities in mathematics.

A Production Committee is appointed wicA will: (a) Consider bestways to effect changes in classroom procedures and subject content.(b) Examine other counlea of study to find ideas that look promising.(c) Obtain teachers' opinions-on the most meld kinds of publications.(d) Write up the new courses in detail.
rho ostAinsatics supervisor atiOg
+Serve with the Production Committee either as a member or in an advisorycapacity.
Prepare bibliographies of books and publications for*thfil oommittee.

. +Make summaries of important repcois.
Make available either learning aids (such as those supplied under theNatimal Defense ,Education Act) or good descriptions ci thtm.
Contribute helpful as a result of wide experience and opportunitieso1 having seen other cu cilium, at work.
Get impmiant reports ,national commissions, etc. for tbs use of thecommittee.
hiake available prdeisional bpoks and magasines for the committee to usein writing up the courses.
Get sufficient supplies and clerical help for the committee.Get edivNrial assistance and mathematics experts for help in editing.Get ideals and slhotults of firsthand research from sucoesdul, experiencedteachers.

al.

New and tentative courses are mimeographed and digributed for trialuse in (a) several experimental centers, (b) one school system, or (c)all sciwois throughout the State.
?'As inewitatics ewpervieer
Army with cieboole and teacher, to try out the courses.
Prepare evaluation twins for teacher reports on the new wait unite.
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+Present the courses at a genend meeting, when nwmbers of the PlanningCommittee and the Production Conunittee would discuss the new work.Prepare for teachers a good bibliography of lxvka, magazines, films, andinstructional aids to help them secure the most valuable results from thenew MUMS.

Inserricf education is arranged in connection with the new course ofstudy through sticA means as (a) meetings of teachers in single schoolsystems, (6) regional meetings, (c) television teaching, (d) collegeinservice counes, (e) guides for individual or group study.
rfur ontsiAssisaics supervisor ortigAt
+Plan programs in which one or more members of the Planning or ProauctionCommittee could discuss phases of the course of study or in which thesuboommittee which wrote particular unit could discuss that unit.+Get services of consultants who would speak at individual meetings, puton workshops, or give (perks of lectures.
+ GA the rar-peration of colleges to provide inservice courses (under N D EAor otherwise) in which teachers (often with little or no expense to them-selvve) eovld study mathematics that 'would help them teach the new workbetter.
+Inform administrators of the importance of inservioe wort and ash themto conaiderincluding it in their budgets.
+Acquaint teachers with publications that are helpful for individual orgroup study (such as the study guides prepared by the School Mathemat4osStudy Group and the chapter "Promoting the Continuous Growth ofMathematical Concepts" in the 24th yearbook of NCTM).+Teach or arrange for demonstration Watson* to illustrate alarm new conceptsor toOcs.
+Prepare tape reoordiags of demonstration .lessons or outstanding speeches,announoe that the tapes are avallabk, and lend tivm to echoed systome.+ Arrange for teachers to visit classes doing new and interesting work.+Enlist the services of a small group of interested individuals to programOM or more of tbe units as a oaf-teaching devioe or "teaching machine."+Arrange inservice courses or lessons on television; have them kinesoopedand then lent or 104.

+8et up committees to wprk on special probktms such as advanoed plaoement,slow Warmers, etc.
+Use every oppcetunity to get the cooperatim of college teachers u con-sultants, teachers of inservioe courses, or speakers.
+Encourage teachers to undertake research projecta.Bring in foreign exchange teachers to learn about schools and curriculumsin their %nutrias.

MINIM 0-411-4
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The etialuation of pupil achievement is planned to include tests prebbpared by one ,of the following group8: (a) The Planning Committee,(b) ,the Production Committee, (c) committees of teachers set up forevaluation purposes, (d) the supervisor, with teacher assistance.
rhe mathematics supervisor might.

+Arrange with principals to have pupils using the new course tested bystandardised tests and new testa.
Summarise and interpret results of the testing for administrators andteachers.

a

Production Commie reviae8 and- rewrites courses of study an thebasis of (a) evaluation of units by teachers who taught them, (6)reactjons of pupils who studied them, (c) new information and knowl-edge rained by the committee in its further study.*

The mathematics supervisor might
+Serve in an advisory capacity.
+Summarise evaluations for the committee.
Report on testing.
+8upply recent publications.
Help in careful editing.

Artists help with production of printed curriculum.
rite mathematics supervisor might
+Supply mathematical ideas to be expressed by the artist in art form.

The new curriculum ill dietrilkuted.
supervisor might

Furnidi lists of schools, principals, and teachers from information in his°Moe.

Help plan the distribution.
supply schools with appropriate information eoneerning the use of the newcourse.. .

Ise

Good rdations concerning the new mathematics arethrough (a) newspaper publicity, (6) reports in professional magazines,
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(c) reports at meetings of administrators, (d) discussions at meetingsof lay grow., (e) exchange of courses with other states.

The mathematics supervisor might
Send information to administrators concerning the need for the new cur-riculum, its purposes, suggestions for its use, ;reparation needed by teachers,and answers to questions which teachers and ywincipals have submitted.Write articles for professional publications describing the new mathematicswork.
When invited, speak at parents' meetinp on the new mathematics.
Acquaint college professors of mathematics methods courses with whattheir graduates will be expected to teach.

ft 13

The new curriculum is being used in the classroom.
Th mathematics supervisor stirAf
+Arrange meetings where the new bulletin or course of study will be dlicussedfor the benefit of new teachers who are unfamiliar with the preliminary work.Set up a committee to work on testa based on the new courses.
Sponsor conferences to discuss grading of students in the new work.Call attention to the fact that although currisulum development is a con-tinuous process, an agreed-upon body of content at any particular time isneeded.

4

too

The recent Report of the President's Commission on NationalCoale emphasized the importance of guarding the rights of theindividual, ensuring his development, and enlarging his opportunities.In mathematics we have a very special responsibility here, and Ifeel that some of the professional activities I have outlin.ea canindeed help guard the pupil's rights, help ensure hip development,and help enlarge his opportunities.
Does the task seem formidable? I hope you do not feel like

Ophelia when she replied to IS- brother in Hamlet, act I, scene 3
. . But, good my brother, .
Do not, at Mme ungracious pastors do,
Blow me the steep and thorny way to heaven;
Whiles, like a puff'd and reckless libertine
Himself the primrose path of dalliance treads . .

Since I speak largely from my own experience, I can assure youthat I have tried to do most of the things that I recommend. Irealize that circumstances differ greatly, depending on the size of aState and the staff. I trust, though, that some of the elements Ihave pointed out are common to every situation.



Evaluating a School NAlsomdics Curriculum

DONOVAN A. JOHNSON

IN VIEW of the current ferment in mathematics education we areI all interested in ways to improve our judgment as we make decisionsregarding new programs. How are we going to decide what mathe-matics to teach? How can we determine the beet way to attain agiven objective? How can we decide when a given concept shouldbe taught?
It is going to be extremely difficult to make valid judgments of therelative effectiveness of different curricula. Many of our decisionswill be based on subjective value judgments. Many decisions willhave to wait until long-range effects are determined. Other decisionswill need the cooperative judgment of specialists in several fields.In discussing mathematics programs, I am confining myself to thespecific curriculutikproposais now being made by various groups andindividuals. The evaluation of the mathematics program of a specificschool often includes many factors beyond the curriculum. Forexample, the Evaluative Criteria used by secondary school adminis-trators take into account the school's facilities, staff, registrations ingiven courses, and length of period, as well as courses and coursecontent.

Evaluation is more than measurement, although it is usually basedon measurement. Evaluation involves the use of judgment. Inevaluation, we usually decide whether certain measurements, actions,or materials are good, bad, or indifferent. In evaluation we compareand then render judgment regarding the order relation of the itemsinvolved.
If we are to render value judgments regarding curricula proposals,we need certain criteria as guide tines. What ghoul(' these criteriabe? For our discussion today, I would like to suggest criteria of thefollowing four types: mathematical, psychological, pedagogical, andphilosophical.

Nathaniel UM*

Tere are several aspects of the mathematical content of a givencurriculum to consider. The first of these is that the mathematical
46
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content of an acceptable curriculum must be good mathematics. Bythis I do not necessarily mean modern mathematics or classicalmathematics. Good mathematics is mathematics that is correct,precise, and elegant. Good mathematics uses the terminology, theprocesses, the sequence, and the symbolism that are as correct, clear,and complete as possible at the level for which the mathematics isprepared. To attain the proper degree of rigor for a given level isone of our most difficult problems\

Evaluating the mathematical coritent of a given program requiresmathematical sophistication beyond that of many elementary orsecondary teachers. In the current national experimental programs,however, attaining the proper degree of rigor for a given level is notmuch of a problem since the materials usually have been producedby groups composed of competent mathematicians.
However, the mathematical content must not only be good math-ematics. It must also be appropriate mathematics. To be appro-priate mathematics, it needs to be adapted to the students involved.It should meet the needs of the students, currently and in the future.in view of the uncertainty of what mathematics our students will newin the future, this choice is difficult. Thus, it would seem that themathematics should emphasize flexibility, procedures, and broadprinciples rather than specific facts. It should provide experiences inapplying concepts and skills as well as present the esthetic aspects ofmathematics. It should provide experiences that develop goodlearning habits as well as a desire to learn.

The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics has appointed acommittee on the Aualysis of Experimental Programs, with PhilipPeak of Indiana University as chairman. This committee will visitexperimental projects and collect information relative to ninequestions.

1. 'lit
Various topics are being introduced at a number of different gradelevels.. The question is: At a particular grade level, what topic. can bedeveloped most dectively?

L New To*
O

Many topics hitherto not commonly included in mathematicsprograms are now 'being taught. The question. is: Which of thesetopics should become an integral part of the school mathematics programand at what level?
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3. Milo

There has been much discussion recently on the nod for studying
mathematical structgies. The question is: What emphasis should be
placed on the study of mathematical structures to result in a better under-
standing and use of mathematics?

4. Saki Applkilhos

Social applications of mathematics are being discussed by those
concerned with better mathematics instruction. The question is
How much emphairis should be placed on the social applications of math-
ematics and *tat should be the purpose and nature of then applications?

d. Vairby

An individual's language develops u he develops his ideas and has
relevant experiences. The person developing a language of math-
ematics proceeds in this same way. The question is: How rapidly
can an individual be ledfrom the use of a general unsophisticated mike-
nsatical language to the use of a very precise, sopkistitated mathematical
kiligvar

S. Comb Venus SO

Mathematics has value as a tool to be used by other disciplines,
but it also involves abstract ideas or concepts. The question is:
What relationship shall exist in the mathematics programs between the

function of developing concepts and that of developing the manipulation
of symbols

7. hod

There are many possible grade levels and degrees of rigor at which
proof might be introduced into the mathematics program. The
question is: At what grade level should proof be introduced, and with
what degree of rigor; and how rapidly Avoid the learner be led to the
position were he recognizes and appreciates rigorous proof?

Otialallir

Topics and areas of study may be organised in a number of ways.
The question is: Is there a principle of organixition that supersedes
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other principles by providing a better learning pattern, more retention,or more efficiency?

I. Congdon d Os Ihilmoilos

There is no question m to whether or not one should use correctmathematics, but the question here is:347W constitutes correct mathe-matics as determined by either logic or acceptable authority, and why isthe particular autitotity the acceptable one

Since our real concern is learning the mathematics we have selected,we must next consider criteria based on principles of learning. Canthe selected mathematical concepts, skills, habits, slid attitudes belearned?
Let us remind ourselves that we can't force a student to learn math-ematics. If he is to learn, the student !mist be ready, willing, andable to learn the ideas we propose to teach. Furthermore, he willlearn only if hi reacts, responds, or participates.
Our first psychological criterion should be this matter of readiness.When should a concept be. taught? From experiences with mathe-matical concepts such as those of Professor Supper (Stanford Uni-versity) in teaching geometry in first grade and those of ProfessorDavis (Syracuse University) in teaching quadratic equations in fifthgrade, it appears that young children learn anything more readilythan adults do. Thin, the conclusions reached nearly half a centuryago by the Committee of Seven concerning a fixed time schethile forpresenting topics in arithmetic now seem to have been in error. Itappears that at this time we cannot render judgment, on the basis of
lyz1 of difievity, what is the proper time to present a given arithmeti-topic.

A second requirement for learning is that the learner be motivatedso that he is willing to learn. This seems to be a major strength ofnew proposals. Here is what Ferguson reported at the regional con-rename sponsored by the National Council of Teachers of Mathe-matics last fall.
Some of us who have taught the old traditional mathematies feel it is amiracle that some of our student* became mathematicians cowidering theway we taught them. The evidence we have to date is dimply this: teachersare much more enthudastic about the new mathematke programs and thenew techniques of teaching them. The students show more interest and en-thUsiasm for mathematics than ever before. Almost all (if not all) teachersTho have tried teaching the 110111 programs (the University of Illinois Oom-
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mittee on School Mathematics UICEMthe School lathematies Study
Group-8M8Gand the University of Maryland Mathe s Mice Program
UMMaP, etc.) do not want to return to teaching the old traditional texts.

The mathematics in the new programs is not easier; it is not watered down ,

but it is more interesting and challenging to students and teachers alike.
On traditional tests students taking the new programs have performed, so
far as we can judge, about as well as the students taking .the traditional
program. If this is the ease, the students making the new programs have
the same mathematical knowledge as the students taught in the traditional
manner, plus many new ideas and topics. On power tests, such as the Ad-
vanced Mathematics Examination of the College Entrance Ixamination
Board and the Contest Examination of the Mathematical Association of
America, it is a different story. In schools that have used the UICSM
Program for three or more years, the students in the UICSM Program have
done significantly better than students of comparable ability who have had
only the traditional courses.

However; in evaluating these enthusiastic results we must keep
several factors in mind:

I. The courses are new and different.
2. The teachers and students are participating in an experiment.
3. The teachers are spending much time in preparation of lessons.

Much in this revolution is to be welcomed, and undoubtedly the
mathematics teaching will be greatly modified and improved during
the next decade. Many advantages will be gained thereby. But
certain dangeis need to be borne in inind. Perham the greatest is
the danger that the revolution may go too far and confront students
with courses so abstract that they exceed the youngsters' mathemat-,
leal maturity, and thus result in bewilderment and revultlion against
mathematics rather than increased knowledge. The community may
expect that the skillful-mathematicians pushing this revolution will
bear such dangers in mind and make haste slowly in carrying out the
generally useful changes they plan.

A requirement for learning concepts is that the student be able to
learn the ideas being taught. Observe this .editorial from the New
York Time8 of November 28, 1960:

To add meaning to what is taught requires intuition, participation,illus-
tration, application, and proper language. Many of the new programs
place emphasis on this aspect by having students discover the principle or
idea involved. This is certainly an effective method of instruction, at least
for reasonable else classes. On the other hand, some programs seem to
lose interest in concrete reptesentations, visualisations, or applications.
It is unfortunate that very few scientists, economists, statisticians, or com-
puter programmers have been involved in writing the new courses. Like-
wise, few experts in materials of instruction or psychologists have been
consulted during the writing of experimental programs.
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Concerning methods of teaching the new mathematics programs, we
show(' consider the following questions:

I. Do the teachers have the necessary background for the program? If not,
can they be given it through inservice education?

2. Is sufficient time available for adequate presentation of the topics outlined?
If too much is outlined can these topics be postponed or some eliminated?
Can additional time be made available?

3. Does the curriculum have adequate materials, such as texts, units, and
teacher guides?

4. DOes the school have the resources to provide the teachers and the students
with the necessary text material or facilities? (A given course is usually
not teachable if text material is not available.)

5. Has the material been tried out experimentally? (This is one of the
strengths of most current proposals, even some commercial programs.
In evaluating the experiments, however, we must be realistic.) What
kind of teachers were involved? How reliable are the teacher reports?
What was the nature of the schools or students who participated?

Following 44 a preview of a typical SMSG experiment
Twenty elementary teachers in the Twin Cities area will be selected to

participate in this experiment. Ten of these will have taught the SMSG
4th -grade course in the academic year 1964-61. The teachers will teachthe SMSG 4th-grade course to their pupils. The other 10 teachers will
be selected to match the first 10 as closely as possible in regard to teaching
experience and qualifications, but will have had no experience with SMSG
materials. They will teach a conventional mathematics course.

The Sequential Tests of Educational Progress level-4 achievement test will
be administered to both the experimental and control pupils at the beginning
and at the end of the school year. In addition, an achievement test prepared
by SMSG will be administered to all classes at:the end of the school
year. Also, achievement tests prtpared by SMSG will be4 administered to
the experimental classes at approximately 2-month intervals.

Another pedagogical question concerns-the selection of a program
that will provide the best possible mathematics education for all levels
of ability. Thus we must ask the question: "For what level of ability
is this curriculum the most suitable?"

MOM *al Criteria

We now come to the crucial basis for evaluation. What is the
purpose of mathematics instruction? Where are we going? What are
we striving to attain? It is not sufficient to know that we can teach
a given concept at the fifth-grade level. We must decide whether we
ought to teach it, whether it is more important than other ideas which
we could teach.
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To determine what we ought to teach we neeti to spell out our
objectives. Although the goals may include general objectives
such as responsible citizenship, or ethical character, I will assume that
these have equal likelihood of being attained- by traditional or new
curricula. When you ask teachers to state the specific results they
expect of mathematics instruction they usually come up with a list
such as the following:

1. The student has knowledge and understanding ci mathematical
processes, faFts and concepts.

1. The siudent has skill in computing with understanding, accuracy, and
efficiency.

3. The student has the ability to use a general 1:m*013km-solving techniqw.
4. The student understands the logical structure of mathematics and the

Nitwit) ci prod.
5. The student associates mathematical understandinp and processes with

everday situations.
6. The student recognises and appreciates the role of mathematE in socty.
7. The student develops study habit eeseiltial for independent wogrem in

matiwmatice.
8. The student develops reading skill and a vocabulary essential for progress

in mathematks.
9. The student is stimulated to participate in mental activities such as

creativeness, imagination, curiosity, and vklualisatkel.
10. The student develops attitudes leading to aNweeistion, confidence,

respect, initiat4ve, and indepezgleme.

Now the problem arises u to what specific facts, processes, or skills
you wish to teach. Here you must choose. Timm appropriate for a
given ability level or for given vocations.will certainly vary. Not all
mathematicians agree as to which are must suitable for college or for
scien9e. Most agree with Mr. Adler that classical as well as modern
topics should be included. Most agree that basic computational

'skills are still needed. One of the things which the various curriculum
groups should do is to spell out the specific competencies needed for
success in bwiiness, govenulient, and citizen activities, as well as in

41`science and mathematics. Then we will have a basis for rendering
judgment relative to the competence attained by a given program.
Traditional testa are t satisfactory for this purpose.

Here are some a c reconunendatkons of the Joint Commission
on the Education of Teachers of Science and Mathematics:

I. BMW) might prdit from a careful eomparison between the present cur-
rieular projecta and earlier ones. Ouch a study may reveal the factors
which txstribute sAgnificantly to a suaseestal progrion. The tam
element* may be relevant: adequate support, deveknxnent of text ma-,
ter's* experimental teaching. favors)* climate for .getting relevant In-
formation to teaiihers god supervisors and for getting cooperation between
school feathers and mathematicians.
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2. In addition to defining the general objectives of curriculum two** e<m-
siderable efliwt must still be mac in defining werationally the criteria

hich refit the thk*ctives (other than matlwmatical knOWkidge and
skills) of the mathematics programs. Teachers, pup, and parents react
strongly to evaluative instrunwnts (e.g., college board examinations),
beam, MSG should support e_fforts to construct tests reflecthig all tb
many objectives of the programs.

3. IA:mg-range follo*-up studies, particularly of students who go on to milege,
should be made to find out whether the training provided by the tww
program meets the demitnthi made upon it and whether it produces the
hoped-for results' concerning attitudes towarck mathetnaties.

4. 8M80 should encourage PAM, research between mathematicians and
behavioral scientists concerning the learning process and the fmnation of
attitudes towards mathematics.

khosuramed

if we accept these goals we that have a basis for measuring the
chievement of our students. Can we do this so that we can render
judgment, as to the relative effectiveness of a given curriculum? In
many ways this will be impossible. For example, in terms of facts
and skills, only those common to both can be tested. This i# likely
to be an inadequate same of the learning from either curriculum.
New tests must be devised, not only on the common topics but on the
common goals, such as problem solving, communication skill in read-
ing, writing, and presenting mathematical ideas; attitudes, applica-
tion, discovery, and creativimess.

Besides these we need long-range evaluationk in farms of continued
study of mathematics (what happens to registrations?), continued
success in mathematics, success in related fields such as science, sue-
cess in selected vocations, and success in citizenship.

Finally, then, the evaluation of a sohool mathematics curriculum is
not a single process. It will need the judgment of many specialists:
the mathematician, the psythologist, the educator, the scientist, the
research worker, and the teacher. It will need a comprehensive test-
ing program which includes tests not as yet devised. It will need
research in the form of comparison studies and follow-up studies
that will .requkbe several years for completion. In the meantime,
we must make our chi**a based on value judgments. In making
our choices, however, we do have mathematical, psychological, ped-
agogical and philosophical criteria.

-or



4 How the State Supervisor of Mathematics Can Stimulate Local
Leadership

JAMES H. ZANT

REAL IMPROVEMENT OF MATIIEMATICS in the schools mustn take place with the teachers in the classrooms. It is not implie4i
here that in this procem intelligent administration is not a valuable
asset. The point of view of this paper is that actual improvement
occurs only when the mathematics teacher is both stimulated and pro-
vided with some definite, regular means of acquiring the backgroutti
necessary to use the new concepts in his teAching.

The State Supervisor of Mathematics must find some means of
stimulating the mathematics teachers in his State. Further, he must
find the means to provide them with definite instruction concerning
the principles of mathematics and to convince them that mathe-
matics must be structure -118 of knowledge based
on fundamental, understandable, and consistent principles of logic.

The State supervisor's obligation is twofold: to make teachers
want to improve the school mathematics program and to make it
possible for them to learn the basic mathematics needed to initiate
and carry on such a program. Teachers, through no fault of their
own, have not been taught, the kind of mathematics they neeli to
teach the new and exciting material of the new programs being sug-
gested and widely used. It has been demonstrated in our State
(which has no State supervisor) that teachers can be stimulated to
learn the mathematics needed for successful teaching of modern
rnathethatics courses at both secondary and elementary levels.

The State Supervisor must use any and all devices possible to
stimulate teachers so that they will want to improve their classroom
activities. This can be done by teachers' meetings of many sorts.
Teachers' meetings, both State and district,' are held annually in
nearly all States. More can be accomplished, however, by holding
local town or county meetings to which nearby teachers may be
invited. Such meetings have been used to inform and interest them
in .new and different mathematics programs. The activities at these

-meetings can be many and varied; and the State supervisor can play
a leading role in many of them. He should, however, also rely upon

64
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other sources as well. College teachers can be interested in this
problem and can serve as a source of information. Their prestige inthe State. and community is very helpful. Other teachers who have
had experience with teaching new programs are most valuable, andtheir first-hand experience should not be ignored. Demonstration
classes should be used whenever possible_ Teachers have a hard
time believing that seine of the suggested topics can be taught to
children. Seeing it done can he impressive. All meetings with
teachers should include time for discuion and questions and answers.

Individual contacts should not be ignored. Interest 4A4-1 teachers
can learn enough about the new programs to teach one course_ in an
acceptable manner. Many teachers have attended summer institutes
sporisored by the National Science Foundation and others. Althoughit-is true that most of these institutes stress mathematical content,but do not show the participating teachers how this content may he
used in the classroom, the teachers can, with some effort, successfully
teach a modern course of mathematics the following year. instancm
can be cited in our State where this has been done.

The State Supervisor might suggest that the Foundation's Summer
Institute for Mathematics in his State provide the participants with
an opportunity to plan how they can use some new approach or other
in their teaching the next year. The Foundation is committM to thegoal of improving the teachers' knowledge Of the new content in
mathematics. All programs sponsored by the Foundation reflect this
goal. That the teachers should improve their knowle4ge of this new
content is indeed necessary, but in addition they should consider
various methods of presenting it to their students.

A study of methods may he done effectively by using not more than
one-fourth of the participants' time during the summer institute. The
ideal way perhaps is to provide a seminar during the entire period in
which the teachers can work on this problem. During the NSF
Summer Institute for High School Mathematics Teachers held at the
Oklahoma State University in 1960 the following procedure was used:
Participating teachers enrolled for two spexiially provided courses in
the content of mathematics. Three courses were available, one on
algebra, one on geometry, and one on the mathematics of the 12th
grade; the latter wits called Analysis and Statistics. The entire
Institute program was tied closely to the School Mathematics Study
Group textbooks, grades 9-12, but, these books were not used in the
above-mentioned classes as texts. The professors did base their
lectures on the concepts included in the textbooks, but when time
was available went beyond the level of the high school books. In
addition to the two courses they selected, the participants were re-
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quired to spend approximately two hours a day in a seminar or work-
ing on a seminar problem.

Lectures consumed about one-fourth of the time allotted to the
seminar period. These lectures discussed the general idea of modern
mathematics programs for the schooli and the School Mathematics
Study Group program in some detail. Several special lecture- s dis-
cussed other experimemtal programs. One of these lecturels was
Professor Charles Brumfiel of the University of Michigan, who dis-
cussed the books being prepared by Brurnfiel, Shanks, and Eichols.

Early in the summer the participants were asked to indicate special
interests, so that the group might be divided into smaller study
groups for the main put of the seminar activity. In most instances
these smaller groups were separated by grade-level interest. The
teachers were told to choose a group and level which they test would
be useful to them in their classroom work the following year. There
was one subgroup, for example, made up of teachers who e.xpected to
teach 9th grade the following year. Many of the subgroup knew al-
ready that they would be using the WS() .P.-qt-Year Ai9ebre. This
subgroup examined the book critically in order to familiarize them-
selves with the content and the way algebra was organised and struc-
tured in the book, and it suggested scene additions and deletions.
Finally, the subgroup submitted written report on what they had
done. This report was made available to each participant, after the
Institute closed.

Other subgroups carried out similar wojects and submitted written
reports on their findings and recommaldatkma. The reports were
bound in a single volume and copies were made available.

The purpose of the seminar was twofold: to give the participants
an overall picture of mathematics developments in the secondary
schools, and to have them study the SMSG textbooks thoroughly
enough so that they could go into the classroom in September and
teach the material with competence and confidence. This putpose
was accomplished with nearly all of the participants, and a large
percentage of them actually taught mathematics from the SMSO
textbooks during 1960-61.

This discussion so far has dealt largely with the stimulation of the
individual teacher or of a few teachers in a particular school district.
This is important and is a necessary step in the early stages of intro-
ducing new content and point rof-view in teaching. We in Oklahoma
are convinced that this is an effective way of getting a modern program
underway in our 'schools. A single teacher teaching one or two
sections of general mathematics, elementary algebra, or plane geom-
etry can have profound effect in a community. The fact that the
pupils understaud and are interested in mathematics, often for the
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first time, beoomes well known in the school and among the parents.Other teachers bec:ome interested and other ixtrents want to know whytheir children are not in these classes. From this simple beginning wehave evidence. in many school systems that the offering is muchexpanded the following year.

In fact, it is not necessary for teachers to wait until they havenew textlx)oks to start improving their teaching. They should beencourage(' to do something immediately. They can begin with oneor more units, such as unite on exponents, sets, or inequalities. Teach-ing material for these should be made available to the teachers and,since it must be integrated into the work based. on traditional text-books, it usually cannot be lifted bodily from the SMSG or othertextbooks. Teachers can make these adaptations under properguidance in summer institute; but working alone, without adequatestintulation and help and with all of the other things a teacher isexpected to do, it is not realistic to assume that they can integratethe new mathematics with the present traditional material. TheSiati Supervisor of Mathematics can assume leadenip in organisinginservioe education institutes, but he may wish to seek the counseland help of competent teachers in the State and of mathematiciansin the colkges.
It is often worthwhile to work with the entire mathematics staff ofa school system. Under prese ditioni; this necessitates someprogram of inservice educes n for the It also involvessome cooperation with the administration d perhaps a nearbyeol4ve.
Since Dr. Gundisch's paper will probably deal. with preservioeand inservioe education for teachers in a large school system, brief

reference will be made here to a neglected source of personnel usefulin working with smaller schools. We refer to the comparatively
large number ef former participants of the NSF Academic YearInstitutes. Before June 1960, 3 ,344 mathematics and science teachershad received a full academicyear of training at the graduate levelin these Institutes. Approximately 1600 per year are being addedto this total. Despite the fact that 95 peroent of these participantsremain in the teaching profession and perhaps 80 peroent return tohigh school, this potential for competence and leadership is notbeing effectively used.

Studio sampling these participants show that they earn moremoney, have a higher status in the schools, do a more effective jobof classroom teaching, and engage in more professional activitiesthan do other leachers. They also have favorable attitudes towardthis phase of their education experience.' Only a small percentage
I So Slid &ow 44aikak y_ leak* FWEidissab pr ISO-47, 1817-41, by L. A. Ootkutd. OklahomaSIMS Thd111110. arc 0114 &boom llamarth Statue MI.
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of them, however, have any administrative responsibilities. (Those
having such responsibilities are mostly the ones who are also high
school principals.) These men and women are scattered over the
United States as classroom teachers, many in small schools. They
are available, eager, willing, and competent to help their fellow
teachers. A project to make adequate use of them in the schools
is waiting to be designed and consummated. It can be done and
in the field of mathematics peihaps the State supervisors of mathe-
matics may have to do it.

Perhaps it appears that the school administrators have been
ignored in this scheme for stimulating local efforts lo improve mathe-
matics teaching in the schools. This is not intended, but the theme
of this paper is that the effort and leadership should be concentrated
in competent, well-trained mathematics classroom' teachers. The
administrators have been very cooperative and helpful in advancing
the program in the schools of our State, but tie actual accomplish-
ment has been achieved by the individual teacher in the classroom.
The administrator must be willing to provide the teaching material
and facilities, time for preparation and inservice education, as well
as stimulation and encouragement. As individuals, administrators
usually do not have the knowledge of content and point-of-view so
urgently needed by the teacher, nor should they be expected to.
In a sense they follow the zocedure often recommended for handling
gifted students; that is, give

out

teacher what he needs to, teach good
mathematics and then get out of his way. A good teacher will do
the rest! , ..

A word should be said about curriculum materials for a modern
mathematics program in the schools. It is not realistic to expect

ownin small schools to write their own* materials to-any large
extent. The ,State Supervisor must depenct-4. teaching materials
already available. Fortunately, such 'intoei:ials. have been vritten,
and are available. The State Supervisor is. famillai*.witlioi shotild
make himself familiar withthese waterlali and with textbooks
that are now beginning to appear.

In Oklahoma we have made extensive use of the SMSG textbooks,
grades 4 through 12. Something like 40,000 of them will be used
in the State next year. There are several reasons for doing this
(1) Teachers in the State, at both the school and college. level, have
had a considerable part in writing and trying out these books. (2)
We have found diem teachable and effective in the classroom. (3)
They are readily available. (4) Our administrators have been willing
to buy them in large numbers. We freely admit a bias toward
these materials and their wide use is not meant as a criticism of other
teaching materials.
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A word of warning is in place here: we should examine carefully
and critically new books that will be published in the next few years
for this purpose. The terms "modern mathematics" and "contem-
porary mathematics" (not really descriptive of what we are trying
to do in the schools) imply to many that new or "modern" concepts
should be introduced into the textbooks. Hence, books (particularly
revisions of older textbooks) will be published introducing material
on sets, for example, but will make no further use of this knowledge.
Such things have been done before and we should expect them to
happen again.

Something more should be said about preservice education for all
teachers who teach mathematics in the schools. The content of this
training has been discussed, but what about the State Supervisor's
role in getting changes made in the college curriculum and in State
certification acid accreditation procedures?

From the standpoint of college programs for prospective teachers
two things may prove useful: There should be a State level committee
on mathematics and an attitude or point of view on the part of admin-
istrators, especially the superintendents, that it is the obtigation of
the college to turn out teachers qualified to teach the new materials
in mathematics. If you do not have a State committee on mathe-
matics go abaut getting one appointed. The logical spot for it is
in the Curriculum Division of the State Department of Education.
In Oklahoma, the State Mathematics Committee was appointed by
the Oklahoma Curriculum Improvement Commission, a part of the
Curriculum Division. The Commission, operating largely on mem-
bership fees from schools in the State, has a relatively small budget.
The committee should include, representatives from mathematics
teachers at all levels, elementary school through college, school
administrators, and State Department :officials. A committee of
about 25 members seems to be about the right size. Above all it
should have active, courageous leadership. Perhaps the State
Supervisor can serve as chairman, but an interested college mathe-
matician will alio be effective. If he is carefully selected, his prestige
will add much to the Nipeptance of the committee's recommendations
to the schoolsras well as to the colleges.

The State committee need not, probably should not, have any
power of decision regarding the adoption of a State' curriculum in
mathematics; but it should make -recommendations and have the
courage to make them to any group, when it feels that mathematics
and the teaching of mathematics can be improved. Recommenda-
tions by such a committee with a properly chosen chairman will
have an effect on the colleges in the State.. New courses, or the same
courses taught from a modern point of view, can be suggested for

626895 0-42-4
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preservice education of teachers. These suggestions are likely to
be accepted by the colleges.

After the proper atmosphere has been crea ;I the committee, or a
cooperating .university, can suggest some tho a ..1hgoing study of the
problem of preeervice education of mathematics teachers at all levels.
Most colleges have it in their power through the standard procedures
of the State Department of Education, Certification Division, to
change their teacher-training standards when they are ready to do so.
From the standpoint of the mathematical organizations definite
suggestions are already available. For example, the Committee
on the Undergraduate Program in Mathematics (CUPM) of the
Mathematical Association of America has a Teacher-Training Panel
that has made definite suggestions for improved courses in mathe-
matics for teachers. CUPM has the financial backing and the will-
ingness to help any college or group of colleges implement such a
plan. Someone in each State should start the colleges working on
this project. The State Supervisor through an active State com-
mittee can do this. New teachers coming into the schools will then be
adequately trained to teach a modern program in mathematics.

By talking with superintendents the State Supervisor can do much
to stimulate or create the point of view that is an obligation of the
colleges to turn out qualified teachers. If the State committee can
foster this attitude, and especially if there is at least one college
in the State where such new teachers are available, the point of view
will grow rapidly. This is one of the values which can come from get-
ting a single class in a modern program established in a school system.
If it is successful, and it usually is, the administration will want it
expanded. This poses the problem of retraining the other teachers in
the school which we have already discussed. If the superintendent
has hired a beginning teacher just out of college, it is easy to raise the
question as to why this new graduate is not qualified to teach this sort
of mathematics. The schools have a right to expect such training on
the part of new teachers and many of them are beginning to demand
it. It is within the responsibilities and the obligations of the State
Supervisor to suggest that administrators press this point.

At this juncture, we might consider what a program for the prep-
aration of secondary school mathematics teachers should do. Here
are some suggestions:

Non Nils fir le Papillon d Iftwary fiM Millimsas Tulin
1. Include a thorough, college-level study of secondary school mathematics

curriculum.
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2. Take into account the sequential nature of the mathematics curriculum.and in particular provide the prospective teacher with an understandingof the mathematics which his students will meet in subsequent courses.
3. Include a major in mathematics, with courses chosen for their relevanceto the secondary school curriculum.
4. Include sufficient preparation for the later pursuit of graduate work.
5. Take into account the recommendations for curriculum improvementnow being made by various national groups.
6. Include work in related areas where mathematics is used.
7. Have its fifth year consist largely of subject-matter courses.

Regarding changes to be made in State certification and accredi-tation we recognize that the State mathematics supervisor is in astrategic position. He is already a member of the State Departmentof Education and the directors of teacher education and certificationalready have a movement under way to improve the qualificationsand ipresrvice education of both mathematics and science teachers.
Sponsored by the National Association of State Directors of TeachersEducation and Certifications (NA.SDTEC) and the American Asso-ciation for the Advancement of Science (AAAS), this movement has
resulted in a certification study which began under a grant from the
Carnegie Corporation of New York on December 1, 1959. Composed
of representatives of teacher education, college academic faculties,State Departments of Education, the public schools, national, pro-fessionl, and academic organizatioA and accrediting organizations,regional conferences have been held and recommendations have been
made. From these recommendations guidelines have been con-structed. These were discussed later and constructively criticized byvarious groups, and then revised.

The points of view of the mathematicians and the various studies
under way in modernizing the school mathematics program have been
given much attention and have had a marked influence on the final
recommendations of the NASDTECAAAS study. Further, as
observed by Dr. Gail S. Young of the Department of Mathematics,
Tulane University, the NASDTECAAAS certification study was"the first occasion . . . for mathematicians to influence policy of
State Departments of Education and educational administration on
ft large scale."' Also the facts noted above have impressed collegeand university mathematicians to the extent that they will help to es-
tablish an adequate mathematics curriculum for future teachers of
mathematics.

This paper has contended that improvement in the school mathe-
matics program at any level can take place only if the classroom

The NARDTEC-AAAS Teseiser Preparation and Cortiiintion Study. Anserks* IhistkelestiesiMad* 0721047 October MO.
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teachers are both stimulated and given an opportunity to improve
their own knowledge of the content of mathematics. It has been dem-
onstrated repeatedly over the country that touchers can learn the
necessary content and that they can teach the new programs success-
fully. In the writer's opinion elaborate schemes worked out at top
levels by State Departments of Education or national committees will
not get the job done. It is well known that many of the materials
now being used in the new programs have been included in recommen-
dations of committees and commissions for the last 50 years. Many of
us bave served on these bodies, yet little change has occurred. We still
have had good students going through the schools without, for example,
having any concept of the algebraic structure of the number system.

The implications for the State Supervisor of Mathematics are clear:
(1) Work with the individual teachers at the classroom level from the
elementary school through college. (2) Stimulate them to want to
improve their teaching of mathematics. (3) By any means possible,
provide them opportunities to learn the necessary content to teach the
new material.

The assistance of the administrators must be obtained, since time
and materials cost money. When teachers are enthusiastic and are
producing results, administrators are eager to help.

task not, a great deal time
energy. From results achieved in our State, however, one can say
that the effort will be very rewarding. It can probably be assumed
generally that if the State Supervisor of Mathematics does not do it,
the task will not be done. The Supervisor himself must be a com-
petent professional person; he must know the materials that are
available; he must be able to command the respect of teachers, ad-
ministrators, and college mathematicians in the State. With these
attributes, or a willingness to acquire them, the Supervisor of Mathe-
matics can expect that the teaching profession in his State will support
him enthusiastically.



How the State Supervisor Can Promote Preservice and Inservice
Education for Mathematics Teachers

BERNARD H. GUNDLACH

THE PRESENT STATE of transition in which the school mathe-
matics curriculum finds itself raises three fundamental questions:

I. Why is a revision necessary?
2. What are the essential features of a desirable revision (a) with regard to

content ; (b) with regard to teaching approaches and methods?
3. What can he done to implement a revised mathematics curriculum asquickly and as painlessly as possible?

In this presentation I any primarily concerned with the third ques-
tion, mote precisely : What can super visors do to further such an
implementation?

I do not wish to go into detail here concerning the results in the
various fields, but since aspects of questions 1 and 2 have considerable
bearing on question 3, I will summarzie briefly those answers which,
in my opinion, can be given to questions I and 2.

Why i4q re .Rion necessary? It is necessary because the society of
which we are a part and the particular needs of this society have
changed drastically over the past 25 years or so. To fill these ever
more urgent needs adequately, we simply must bring the mathematics
curriculum up to date.

content

The essential features of the reriRed mathematics curriculum fall into
two categories: (1) content and (2) teaching approaches or methods.
In regard to content, we must recognize the fact that a considerable
amount of mathematics now being used in modern business and in-
dustry, and in modern life generally, is mathematics which has been
created quite recently and which is therefore almost 6,empletely ab-
sent from our traditional curriculum. To mention only a few, I am
referring to such topics as Statistics, Linear Programming, Decision-
Making Theories, and Techniques of Machine Computation. Of
course, in order to make room for new topics without infringing on
other equally important subject matter, we will have to delete or de-
emphasize some of the traditional topics. Such changes in content,
can be brought about by writing new and/or additional text materiels
and by bringing the teachers. up to date. After all, it is they who

63
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will have to use the new materials in their classrooms.
must become thoroughly familiar with these materials
Bible, though not so easily done as said.

Taching *mhos

MATHEMATICS

The teachers
. This is pos-

Even more difficult is the task of making parallel changes in the
teaching approaches or methods of presentation. A change in ap-
proach demands a change in attitude toward mathematics, and that
is a most difficult feat to accomplish for people who over a period of
many years have elaborated for themselves a rather feed mode of
procedure. While it is true that methods of teaching are determined
to a large extent by psychological and pedagogical factors, it is also
true that success or failure of a certain teaching approach depends on
the extent to which the teacher is competent in the subject matter.
Both factors together make for good teaching and lasting learning.

No matter what is being said, it is still true that for the vast ma-
jority of our students mathematics is primarily a tool--a most essen-
tial one, to be surea tool designed to enable them to make their
way in a society rapidly becoming more and more technologically
oriented and automated. The rate at which changes take place at
the present time is appalling. No signs of a letup of this trend are
anywhere in sight.

In .the more slowly paced society of the past, for which our tradi-
tional approach to mathematics teaching was designed, the chief
motivatioh for learning mathematics was its social usefulness. This
meant that our teachers performed an adequate job when they handed
their students specific tools for specific problem situations and pro-
vided plenty of practice in handling these tools. In the society of
tomorrow, which will be that of our students, this will not be suffi-
cient. Traditional problem situations disappear from the public
scene as rapidly as automated methods take over. We can no longer
be sure that the problem situations for which traditional mathematical
tools or models were designed will still exist 8 or 10 years from now,
when our students will enter productive society and will be looking
for satisfactory jobs. They will face entirely new and largely un-
predictable problem situations for which the traditional tools will be
woefully inadequate. In such a situation there is only one thing we
can do: Instead of teaching our students how to use mathematical
tools, without concern as to where these tools came from and how
they came into being, we must now teach them how to make their
own mathematical tools and models for whatever problem situations
the future may hold in store.
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At first sight this seems an almost impossible task. A closer lookat many experimental results discloses that it is not only possible, but
is certainly not more difficult than the traditional task. The reason
is this: Mathematics, pmt, present and future, has a certain basic
scheme, something that mathematicians call the structure of mathe-
matics, which permeates it in all of its phases and is active in it on
all levelskindergarten through graduate school and which will
continue to be there as long as men* exist and make mathematics.
This structure, which appears concretely as a rather small, finite set
of structural properties, can be taught and must be taught from now
on as the underlying and meaning-giving pattern of all mathematical
instruction. It goes without saying that only a teacher who really
knows how a certain piece of mathematics is structured can pass on
this information to his students. In brief, instead of handing our
students a set of readymade tools for well-defined problem situations,
we must now strive to give them a "kit" of basic mathematical ele-
ments, together with a rather simple set of composition rules, which
will enable the learner to put together his own mathematical tools
and models for whatever problem situation he may have to face. Ina nutshell, while the traditional approach was focused primarily on
how to use mo.thematics, the new approach is centered around how
mathemtLics is being made.

Our discussion of the making of mathematics leads us into the realm
of creative activity and creative imagination. As teachers, we know
that children have and like to use creative imagination. They like to
take things apart and then put them back together again. In the
new approach to mathematics we make the most of this ability of
theirs. Careful observation followed by individual exploration and
self-discovery, creative challenge, and the atmosphere of true adven-
ture are the hallmarks of the new teaching approach to mathematics.
We have found that for such an approach t9 be successful it must be
started earlykindergarten or first grade, whichever the case may be.
This means we must start it when we begin the teaching of elementary
arithmetic.

Arithmetic is and always has been a collection of algorism or
computational schemes, each aimed at finding or writing, with a
minimum of expended time and effort, the most convenient numeral
for a number sought as the answer to a problem situation. Some of
these algorisms are relatively simple; for example, how to find the
most suitable numeral for the sum of 3 and 5. Other algorisms, such
as written multiplication or long division of whole numbers, not to
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mention the division algorisms for fractional and decimal numbers,
are much more difficult, to learn and remember. Moreover, let us
face it, most of these algorisms and calculating techniques are far
from inspiring and challenging. Rote learning and the drudgery of
memorization seem inevitable and lead to frustration and boredom,
the latter being the most dreadful enemy oft any inspired learning.

In the past, we have tried fiesperately to mbtivate the learning of
these algorisms by pointing to their undisputed social and technical
usefulness. Now that this usefulness hiw, i L If t, t ome highly Fa-
lematic, we have to replace it by another and, indeed, stronger moti-
vating agent. This agent makes the learning of mathematics on all
levels almost completely self-motivating. Algorisms do not just
happen. They tre essentially nothing but short, abbreviated, and
therefore frequently obscure, arrangements of numerals duplicating
the fundamental operations and relations that occur between numbers
according to the structural properties of arithmetic. As such, the
are concerned with numerals rather than with numbers, with con-
venient writing arrangements rather than with meaning and under-
standing. In contrast to this approach, our updated presentation is
aimed first at bringing to light all of the underlying structural proper-
ties which alone bring meaning and understanding into mathematics,
and second at showing how certain mechanical algorism will produce
the desired results without going through the whole long but logical
chain of thinking steps every time. Let me give you just a/few typical
examples from elementary arithmetic.

Example /. 7 X 17 iglz 0
Algorism:

17
X7'

.119

By the Structural Properties:

7X 17=7 X (10+ 7)
=(7X10)-I-(7 X 7)
X70 +49
=70 4- (30+ 19)

(70 + 30) + 19
=100 +19

119

Or take this long division of whole numbers:
Exampk 2. 14914-7= 0

1

Algorism : By the Structural Properties:

213 7)1491
7)1491 700 100

14
9
7

791
700 100

91
70 10
21
21 3
00 218
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Now let us take a quick look at a clivii4ion involving two fractional numbers
Example S. 3 5

n
Algorism: By the Structural Properties:

3 5
4 +-6

3
of 5

9
10

3 5
4 6

9, 10
12 12

9 -4-- 10_
12 +12+

9-4-10=94-10
or 9

1 10

Of course, the a rism in each case is faster and more convenient;
it was designed to be so. We do wish to teach the algorism, but only
after we- have led our stVents, using the method of self-discover to
the greatest possible exam, step by step through the background of
meaning which makes the algorism possible. No algorism is under-
standable as such- it can be understood only by deriving it from the
structural properties of arithmetic.

You will begin to see that this sort of teaching does not really
require the learning of new mathematics. Instead, there needs to be a

Afresh and someAat det;per look at the traditimial algorisms and
computing techniques, at many of the so-called "basic facts", to give
them real meaning and purpose. Then and only then do they become
truly useful and applicable. Only then will our students learn them
in a truly meaningful manner.

The New Text Materiab

You are aware of the fact that new and modified text materials
have been written. Not only this, but they have been tried with
very satisfactory results. The children can learn them and learn
them considerably faster than the disconnected bits in the traditional
approach. What is more, they enjoy working with them.

children are tremendously enthusiastic. Not so their teachers.
The teachers not only have to learn new materials; they have to
unlearn and relearn'. Relearning is acknowledged as much more
difficult than learning from scratch. In most of our 50 States,
elementary teachers are required to take 3 hours of "methods of
teaching arithmetic" for certification. Those 3 hours are the only
ones they receive in college as preparation for teaching mathematics.
Some States require an additional 3 to 6 hours of mathematics, but
these consist largely of traditional college freshman courses in elemen-
tary algebra, trigonometry, or plane geometry. Little if any of
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this material proves helpful to them in their elementary teaching.
As a result, many elementary teachers have developed their own
techniques and teaching approaches, frequently based upon inmrrect
mathematics. Some of these teachers are now uneasy about any
change or revision. Frankly, I cannot say that I blame them.

Does this mean that as a Nation we must wait until all teacher-
training institutions have produced adequate preparatory programs
for elementary and secondary mathematics teachers? Or, to but
it differently, that for the next 10 years or 90 we will simply have to
get by with the traditional curriculum and approach? ., Not only
would this be most unfair to the younger generation in our classroom,
but it would endanger us as a Nation, endanger us beyond !noir.
We are engaged in a life-and-death struggle on worldwide scale.
The true battlefields of this struggle are not geographic locations
but the minds of our youngsters. From this viewpoint, we are
simply facing a basic purvival question and may as well make up
our minds now that working toward an updated mathematics cur-
riculum no longer admits the easy-way-out attitudelet's wait a
while and see where all this is really going before making the wrong
move . . . ." If we take such an attitude, it may develop that there
is no time left for making the "right" move. Let us have the courage
to experiment, a kind of courage which this Nation has always had
in the put when facing a crisis. We do face a crisis today, the like
of which we have never before expirienceli. We simply must live
up to it.

There is no reason why local surnames cannot be repeated on a
nationwide basis. What has worked for the Greater Cleveland Area
could work just as well (with proper modifications, of course) for
other suburban districts, for cities all over the muntry, and for our
rural school districts.

Useful and mathemaeically sound materials and texts are now avail-
able. Our youngsters are capable and ready to go, but our teachers
have yet to master the new materials and techniques. So our precise
problem is how to bridge the gap or, rather, how to shorten the time-
lag which of necessity exists between knowing what we must do and
actually doing it effectively.

Fur Priam Arms

From my experiences in the Greater Cleveland Mathematics Pro-
gram (which involves some 120,000 students and their 4,000 teachers
and which in addition to our own text and inservice materials uises
SMSO and UICSM materials), I have come to the conclusion that
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this lag can be shortened very considerably by concentrating one's
effort upon four principal problem areas. Of course, it takes peopleto do it. As State supervisors you are stratmc.ally situated for doing
it. The four problem area on which you must go to work immedi-
atviy-- anti I mean now, this summer-- are the following:

1. You must et out to create a favorable' climate of opinion among yourschool public, parent, and conimunity; and you must do it with the full
cooperation of your school administration.

2. You must make available new texts and teaching materials, includingmagazines, journals, and research findinp, and begin to think about Atext-selection committee capable (4 working in accordance with predom-inant national trends and local Heeds.
3. You must lay ttw groundwork for a w-ell-organited inservice and preservicieeducation program for all d your teachers, K through 12.
4. You must begin to organize a permanent resouroe structum, based uponcertain key personitel and capable (4 reaching every classroom and everyschool of your system.

Let me elaborate each of the four points.

A Faveraiis Meats

Creating a favorable climate of opinion among the school public at-large is a fundamental point ; it requires the organization of a large--
scale public relations program. In the first year'of the GeMP wemade the almost fatal mistake of not informing our public as to what
we wera trying to do and why we were doing it. Of course, children
did take work home from school and perhapi asked their parents forhelp. Man of their parents were completely floored when they saw
problems and exercises that seemed to have little if any resemblance
to what they remembered having done in school long ago. Rather
than admitting to their children that times have changed and that
youngsters in 1961 must learn about things that simply did not exist
25 or 30 years ago, they took a consrvative.and even hostile attitude
toward the revised program along the lines of the ancient fallacy:that what was good enough for grandpa in his time should certainly
be good enough for little Johnny today. In a free and democratic- -society, where we do not have and do not wish to have revisions
dictated by the pen of one mtip or by a small group in absolute
command, our only hope to meet the challenge which we are facing
is a completely informed public.

In our second year of the GCMP we gave general presentations ofour program, as well as detailed 'subject-matter lecturft, to over 200PTA groups and talked to many civic and 'professional organizations,soliciting in each case their moral support. Once we had put ourcards on the table, we always obtained their wholehearted suppffit.
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We did succeed in creating a climate. of opinion favorable to our new
program and in bringing about an atmosphere wherein fati4ers and
mothers worked along with then youngsters in .an effort to keep pace.

The PTA in some communities occasionally puts on a mathematics
session fo interes ed parents instead of spot -luck supper. These
sessions w ys well attended, there was great eagerness to learn,
and much excellent homework was done. As a rftult, of this effurt in
public relations the students received at home the moral support and
the encouragement without which the best teacher's finest efforts must
remain spotty and incomplete. It developed that three 2-hour ses-
sions were generally sufficient to bring the parent of an elementary
child up to date, so that he could not only understand what the child
was supposed to do, but also tender helping hand when needed.
Junior high school parents required five sessions. Thus far, we have
had no experiences with high school parents, but should have some by
the end of next year.

There is yet another important aspect to . well- informed and
favorable public opinion. A new program such as ours of necessity
creates certain additional expenditures. When our patrons are made
to see that a topnotch, up-to-date educational program is not only
the greatest thing they can provide for their youngsters, but also one
of the key factors in our present worldwide struggle for survixai,
they will adopt quite a different attitude tower higher taxes for
educational purposes than the one that many of them now profesa to
have. But it is essential to offer them a real chance to see and under-
stand these needs in concrete detail.

Much of the financial support for the GCMP conies voluntarily
from Cleveland business and industry, both small and large. The
leader} in this important area of our national life know quite well
that their own strength rests upon the strength of the Nation, and that
our Nation's real strength lies in the minds and potential 'abilities of
our younger generation and in the degree to which teachers can de-
velop them. It speaks well for the farsightedness and dedication of
American business and industry that they are willing and eager to
support educational programs to the extent that they do. Each
State, each district, each city has its own particular business and
industry. What has been done in Cleveland can be done elsewhere.
Make your problems send needs known to business and industry in
detail; convince them of the urgency of up-to-date educational
programs. I p.m sure they will help.

Of course, such a putilio-relations program is possible only with
the full support and active cooperation of State and local school
administrations. In their annual conventions the school dminis-
trators of this Nation have been given the basic facts and needs as
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far as known. They do not need to be convinced over again.
They know the time has come when something must be done, th_adthat their active help and support are needed on all leviAs. The
Greater Cleveland Mathematics Program (GCMP) came into being
through the earnest concern and intemst of 21 suburban superiniend-
ents, all of whom had put a revised mathematics program with top
priority on a list of 12 urgent school problems.

It is die superintendent who in any given ease must decide whether
a certain limited amount of money is to be spent on new band uni-
forms, new physics laboratory equipment, or a new mathematics
program. We know that our Nation is wealthy enough for our
schools to hove all three, but if such a decision has to be made in
certain cases, the superintendent is the man who makes it. If he is
not convinced 'already that a topnotch, up-to-date, instructional
prognun is the primary objective of any school system, he must be
made to see it now. For as the superintendent goes, so go the princi-
pals; and as the principals go, so go the classroom teachers. This,
then, is the area in which you must start. The US, Office of duca-tion here in Washington has enough printed information available to
build a good, solixt case for the cause of more and better, but primarily
better, school mathemIttics. I can even think of several cases in
which an enlightened public has forced a hesitant school administrator
(0 give full support to a new instructional program.

I have discussed public relations and the creation of a favorable
climate of opinion because without such a favorable climate, program
revision bee9mes extremely difficult and controversial. Howter,
do not mean that one must take a whole year or eo to create such a
climate of opinion before starting a revised mathematics program.
The two must simply go band in hand.

Nprassol... Mass of Nov Illaisibis

I want to emphasize the importance of having a representative
selection of new materials available for study. There are many
ntarthematics study groups, so many that I can list here only a few of
the ones which strongly indicate an overall national trend. Among
these are the following:

§MSG with materials for grades 4 through 12 and some enrich-
ment topics.

UICSA with materials for grades K through 6.
VICSM with materials for grades 9 through 12.
The Madison Project at Syracuse University with materials for

upper elementary and junior high school classes.
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The *mer Ball State Experiment in Mathematics with materials
mainly for grades 8 through 1 1:

The GCMP with materials for grades K.-6 and special topics for
junior high school classes.

Although tgere are differences among the materialp they all agree on asound structural approach to mathematics. .

Two guides will be eminently helpful lxiyou on curriculum materials.The first of these is a small publication Ma-the:matics Education, Summer 1960. Its subtitle is Brief. StztveSr of
Improvement Programs for *School. Mathematics.'." As- the Iistles
indicate, you will find a rather complete list cif the foremost mgthe-
,rnatic,s study groups and improvement programs,. together with
detailed grade-level indications and the names of 'the respective
directors. You will also find the addresses of these groups, so that
you can write for sample Is1or be placed on their permanentmailing lists.

The other guide is the National Council of Teachers of Mathe-
matics with its main office right here in Washington.' The Council'is a most reliable source of information about the new curriculum,
content, and methods, and the rapidly developing national trends.Its two Jouinals, The Arith etic her and The Mathematic8
Teacher) bring a wealth of per information to all mathematics

. teachers, enabling them to a large extent tdPbring themselves, up todate and remain up to date. The Council's yearbooks are veritabletreasure books of good mathematics and teaching approaches.
Many of the men and women who served on the original writingteams of experimental groups such as SMSG are now released andare under contract to commercial publishm- of, mathematical text-book series. Many publishers are now engaged in. producing a newand updated series containing the basic principles and approjichds,which have proved most successful in the experimental4programs.Some of these new series are available, others will, be on the market

before fall, and all wilittbe available by fall 1962. Some will go allout -in the new direction and others will strike a reasonable cam-promise between old and new. Still otfiNgs will hardly be more thana revisions and modifications of the previous series because the pub-
. fishers are waiting prepare a completely new*edition until a/ more

definite trend has belOike pvident. Soon you will have a wide iangeof texts from which to aboose. Search now for good people to beon selection committees.
You should keep track also of Programmed Learning. No matterwhat you may hear about such programs, get all available materials

1 1901 16th Bt. NW., Washington 6, D.C.
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and make an objective study of them. There are already certaidaspects of programmed- learningand I do not necessarily refer tothe so-called "teaching machines" but to ,bookswhich are sure tostay. For example, documented reports show that slow and poorlearners apparently can benefit immensely from such an approach.You must keep informed in this area.
-Make sure that enough pertinent information is available to allof your teachers for survey and study. There are still many teachersin this country who ask with regard to SMSG, "What does thatmean?"

Insonice Education

I wish to state at the very outset that you cannot expect spy ofyour teachers to be able to handle new or modern text materials,
experimental or commercial, without thorough inservice education.All attempts have ended in dismal failure when such materials weresimply placed into the hands of some unsuspecting teachers with,the, benign words: "Here, take these and look them over during thesummer. They are the new materials you are 'going to teach nextfall." The more obvious reasons for failure, such as being unpreparedand being steeped in old-fashioned attitudes, have already beenmentioned.

You know that the great majority of your teachers did not receivean adequate preparation to present mathematics in the light of thenew approach. Not only is it unfair to the teachers to demand the'impossible from them, but it is outright detrimental to their studentswho' will only be confused by what their teachers do not thoroughlyunderstand themselves. /sli!iver make this fatal mistake, no matterhow great the pressure for a new program may be. Summer institutesare fine and have already given a tremendous uplift to the nationalsituation. But do not expect too much from one such institute.Twenty, years of a pertain teaching routine cannot be changed infour to eight weeks. This takes much more time and pati . thanare available in such concentrated sessions as' summer ins *tutes.As a matter of fact, I would 'recommend that you urge into institutesonly those of your teachers who have already had some inserviceeducation within- the system.
Our experience in the GCMP tends to indicate that one year (9months) of inservicq education, topped off with a good workshop ora National Science Poundation4nstitute, is adequate. For this sortof inservice program I would suggest one weekly 90-minute sessionwhich should be half lecture-demonstration and half wok*. NohomeworkAould be associated with inservice education, except in'
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very special cases. These weekly sessions should be held in a localitywith proper classroom facilities, and if possible projection equipmentshould be provided. Every third session might consist of movies,film-strips or slide materials, followed by a discussion period. When-ever possible, a special lecturer or demonstrator should come to addressthe group. No attending teacher should hive to drive more than onehour to reach 'the class. In the GCMP, the average driving time was19 minutes.
The obvious problem that now arises is how to staff such inserviceeducation programs. The most sensible procedure is to select one ofthe larger cities in your State having considerable business and indus-try and at least one college or junior college in the vicinity. Fromone such city you can then spread out to cities of similar structureand eventually to smaller place?. After that, you can tackle therural areas, since by then yoirwill have personnel available, recruitedfrom previous programs. Some of your main staff ought to comefrom the State Department of Education. Several Statesforexample, Connecticuthave a staff of visiting experts operating outof the central office; results appear to be very satisfactory.The help of nearby colleges and universities should be enlisted.In the mathematics departments of most colleges and universities agreat concern exists to4 improve mathematics teaching in the publicschools. These departments, when properly approached, should bean almost ideal source for additional staff. As I said earlier, this willrequire funds for compensating these people. Without money noinservice plan will ever work. There are also a considerable numberof traveling lecturers provided by Mathematics Associations and thevarious local Councils of Mathematics. In Ohio, for example, ourCouncil provides regular traveling workshops anywhere in the Statefor nothing more than (traveling expenses.

Good outside personnel are essential to get a program started, butonce under way, your most important source of manpower comes fromtht classrooms in your own schools. Almost every building has atleast one teacher who is particularly interested and well prepared inmathematics on some given level. You may not know this personnow, but you can certainly locate him by consulting local supervisorsand principals. You will want to seek such teachers for specialtraining as group and discussion leaders. They must, however, befully recognized by their respective school administrators and befurnished compensation and released time. This is a most importantpoint. Although it is quite true that most of our teachers are willingand even eager to improve themselves, it is also true that most ofthem are busy people outside of school, with community and familyobligations.
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Go out and find a small number of basic key people, keeping inmind that, for a start, enthusiasm and attitude count much morethan subject-matter mastery. Without such people you will neverget off the ground; with them you can go as far as you wish. Fre-quently you will find an excellent junior high school mathematicsteacher who would make a good discussion leader and/or lecturer foran upper elementary group. Similarly, some really interested seniorhigh school teacher may work with a junior high group. In realityour schools are full of resource teachers. They must be found,tapped, and put to work. They must be recognized by all as leadersin their field! There will be some gripes and envy, but where do wehave situations without these human features?I would begin the first year of the inservice program by decidingon levels of instruction\and training. In the (RCMP during the firstyear we grouped the teachers by grades. We could do this since theurban concentration enabled us to have lecture and work sessions ofup to 400 teachers at a given hour. In most cases, a more realisticdivision would consist of four groups: K-3, 4-6, 7-9, and 10-12.There is some evidence that these four groups are adequate. Ialways want my teachers to be familiar at least with the mathematicsthat precedes and with that which follows their own grade level.However, the first two or three meetings should be joint sessionsaddressed by one or two topnotch people in modern mathematicseducation. A good enthusiastic start is half the enterprise. Thesepeople should give encouragement to your teachers, alleviate theirfears and dislikes and, in general, do these two things: stimulate agood deal of enthusiasm and outline the program as a whole.other opening speaker should' talk on the why, the what, and the lowof the revised program.

You will then have to deciae upon One set of materials to bestudied during the year. In my considered opinion, it would notmake too much difference which set of materials you use, as long asyou stay safely with one of the top national programs. The essentialstructural features of mathematics which, in turn, largely determinethe most suitable teaching approach, are the same in all of them.Once started, you or the local supervisor will recognize certainteachers who will stand out through their attitudes and individualcontributions. Keep close track of them; they will become the keypeople in the spreading orgariization. If possible, obtain a briefreport from each group about once a month or have such reportsforwarded to you through the local' supervisors. Get all possiblehelp from the local superintendent, curricularexperts, e#unselors, andprincipals. We noticed soon after we had started that our bestcoordinators were elementary principals.
452.895
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The very first goal of any inservice program is to dispel fears and
apprehensions in your teachers. Assure them that they d9 not
really hive to relearn all of mathematics or arithmetic. COvince
them with concrete examples that what counts most is a change in
attitude toward the subjecta new look, a different perspective. Go
very slowly at first, and make sure that each group sets its own
pace. It is not important how much ground is covered, but how
deeply one looks into every bit of material.

A group should take just one topic at a time, always from the
integrated viewpoint of subject matter and teaching approach. When
possible, have specially gifted or interested teachers give classroom
demonstrations using nonselected groups of children. Also urge
your guest speakers and visiting lecturers to use live classroom
demonstrations. Frequently one 50-minute demonstration makes
a certain point better than a '3-hour inspired talk. Throughout,
emphasize the underlying structural properties over any computa-
tional details, encourage the discovery method as opposed to the
lecture-demonstration approach, concentrate On developing thinking
ability in students rather than memorization. You can help the
various groups with a mimeographed periodic circular describing
how to make a certain teaching device or telling about a certain
successful enrichment topic suitable for a particular age groups of
students.

Throughout this first ins(irvice period, no teacher should take any
half-digested new topics into the classroom; warn all teachers re-
peatedly against this tempting action. On the other hand, certain
teaching approaches or discovery methods may be applicable imme-
diately to a whole variety of topics, including certain good puzzle
problems and arithmetical games.

All elementary teachers, K through 8, should master the structural
properties of the arithmetic of whole numbers as listed below

Addition
Is commutative.
Is associative.
Has a left and right identity element (0).
Has an inverse (subtraction). -

Muitip/icatieti
Is commutative.
Is associative.
Has a left and right identity element (1).
Has an inverse (division).
Is left and right distributive over addition.

The set of whole numbers---

Is closed under additict and multiplication.
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of course, this is not the language to use with children in the lowerelementary grades. For those children, it is the spirit of the structuralproperties which must guide the modern teaching approach.In addition, all teachers must acquire some degree of familiaritywith the simple language of sets and set relatiOns. All teachers willhave to understand that in arithmetic there exists fundamentallyonly one operation, addition. Subtraction is taught as the inverse ofaddition; multiplication is presented as "repeated addition of the samenumber" ; division is made plausible first as "repeated subtraction ofthe same number" and is then solidifitiii as the inverse operation ofmultiplication. All algorism pertaining to these operations aremotivated in terms of the structural properties from which they arederived. This is taught by the discovery method.

Continuous Readiness ri the Basic Structure

Although it is true that such an inservice program as described,in,this paper will be needed only until you can hire newly certified youngteachers who are thoroughly familiar with all phases of modern elemen-tary mathematics, there are three points which make it desirable tomaintain the basic organizational structure of the program in con-tinuous readiness.
First, the same basic structure with certain simple modificationscan be used also for a revised program in a different subject matterarea, for example, a revised language curriculum with a structuralgrammar approach (oi,which there is much talk in well informedcircles) or for A revised social studies curriculum ; or for other programsin sciences or foieign languages.

The extension of the number sets from the set of the whole n bergto that of the integers and then to the set of the rational n bers isa minor problem once the same basic structural properti ave beentaught and understood. Further work in arithmetic ,should relatethese 10 structural properties to real life and should use them con-tinuously once they have been introduced. Many movies. and filth-strips are now available which feature good presentations of thestructural properties. As much as possible use these for your inserviceeduoittion programs.
As it matter of fact, your insergitice program, once started, will soonbegin to propgate itself with only an occasional gentle prodding hereand there.. From the operation of your very first inservice programyou will get a list of names of people who will become the real keypeople in its further spread and development.

a
4
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Second, many years will pass before we can hire all the well-prepared
mathematics teachers that. our Nation needs. My best guess is that
this will begin to happen 5 or 6 years from now. ,'laity of my col-
leagues, however, speak in terms of 8 or even 10 yetars.

Thir /, since our society and its needs Are changing so fast, to keep
ourselves informed and up to date will become more and more a
problem all by itself. Even if the original inservice groups graduate
to the level of studs' groups or journal-reading seminars, some definite
measure will have to be taken to make certain that in the future we
do not again fall as far behind the times as we have now done. Thus,
some form of inservice education will almost likely become a per-
manently established feature of all modern school systems.

At the end of first year's inservice program, you should be able to
compile a list of key teachers. If possible, there should be a teacher
for every grade level in every school building. For the future, %his
teacher will be prepared to help any of the other teachers in the
building, by answering their questions, by teaching a demonstration
class for them, or by making available helpful printed materials and
bibliographies. It is desirable that most of the commonly occurring
teaching problems be handled within a building or at least within any
one school district.

_During the prograr&s second year you should provide a monthly
workshop sessi4 by grade-level groupitig,, for al of these resource
teachers or coordinators. In these sessions they discuss the prOleins
that occur most frequenth. They also ark given more* adOtanced
training in difficult, subject-itter areas and are brought, up ',to date
on recent developments in tho'§e areas. These people are u ,o
attend meetings of local councils and those of the State Counci
Teachers of Mathematics. Their schools should pay their way.
These people will lay= a decisive role in textbook .fselection4, and their
services will be sought fbr presentations and classroom demonstrations
for PTA groups. In many cases they can function' as mathematics
consultants for their respective' principals.

As far as preservice education is concernect, these recognized key
people may again be called upon to introduce newcomtks and substi-

Aute teachers to the program._ If your inservice program can be
scheduled for evening sessions, prbspective teachers and even high
school seniors who plan to make a career of teaching should be invited
as zegular guests.

t.
A very small and highiF selected group of your owfi teachers should

be instrumental in organizing land, staffing a preseryice workshop just
before the beginning of each school year. In most cases you can have
an effective workshop using the services of just one supervisor and
one outside speaker. The important details will be managed by your
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own experienced mathematics teachers, thus giving much innerstrength to the school system.
I know that the organization of such an inservice program as I havediscussed is a hard task, fraught with many difficulties that I have noteven mentioned. But all of these difficulties can be met successfullywhen they arise. On the other hand, without such a program youcannot expect to achieve progress toward an updated mathematicscurriculum. Do not be discouraged should your first attempt fallbelow expectations. Of one thing you can be certain : You will havea list of teachers who will be instrumental in providing a much moresuccessful program the second year, This is what really counts.After all, the reputation of our profession depends upon good, capable,dedicated men and women. Once you have located them, your furtherproblems will be minor as compared to those of the first year. Do notforget the many great and powerful organizations on call, ready tohelp you out of any difficulty you might encounter.

Programs of this type have been conducted and the expeiiencesgathered in i*t pilot projects are now available. We may thusavoid repeatinemistakes. There is really no reason why it cannot bedone just as well and even better in many other places, and there aremany good and compelling reasons why it should be donenow.



The Role of the State &pinta in Encouraging Research and
Implementing Research Findings

JOHN 3. KINSELLA

DESEARCH spelled with a small "r" does not mean the same thing
to every individual. At one extreme someone may want to find

out how old Columbus was when he discovered America. At the
other, an investigator in medical research may seek to discover
whether one type of vaccine is better than another for treating a
certain kind of polio.

Research in mathematics education includes a variety of activities.
It may involi7e sophisticated statistical techniques for testing a
hypothesis connected with a theory of wide application. It may
consist of determining the evolution of a certain practice or of a set of
topics. It may require careful, deductive analysis of some theory of
instruction. It may demand close observation and recording of a
few students' reactions to certain experiences over a limited period of
time. It may call for a survey of present conditions as a basis for
next steps.

Research spelliqi with a capital "R" is not an easy task in mathe-
matics ethreation. The priWem of c,ontrolling,e taking into account
certaio variables is extremely difficult. teachers are not the same.
Thee same timelier is not as constant from day to day ;neither are the
students. Neither is the interaction ..between teacher and student.
A child in a group does not ahvays behave the way he does in a con-
ference with a teacher. It is no wonder that some observers insist
that teaching is an art and that research is of little help.

The physical scientists have available extremely accurate and
precise instruments of measurement. Our instruments for appraising
understanding; attitudes, and interests are crude by comparison.
Aside from the problem of scaling, these instruments it turns out alit
the fields of investigation basic to the study of education, such as
psychology and sociology, have not developed to the point where
they can be offirst-class help to us in appraising some of these types
of 'evil' .

In th. reliminary remarks it has not been my intention to "cast
a pall of gloom," to 'borrow a trite phrase. On the artrAry, my

801. 1
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purpose is to save you from expecting cure-alls from research in educa-tion. The findings of such research must be examined cautiously andtested further in a variety of situations. As an antidote to pessimism,the great improvement in the quality of research in education over thepast 40 years is enwuraging.
In the time remaining I propose to do four things: (1) Summari.zesome of the mote strongly supported findings in mathematics educa-tion, (2) give you some. of the tentative results of experimiiitts withthe new mathematics (and suggest some implications), '(3) indicatewhat I think needs to be done to make research efforts more productiveof more soundly based results, and (4) suggest (with your permission)..

how you can contribute to the enterprise.

Selected Research

4.

Problem solving, as applied to word statement's of quantitativesituations in arithmetic and algebra, has been the subject of repeated
experimentation for at least the past 40 years. Investigators havetested a variety of methods for developing the ability to solve these
"problems". What are the results? The answer is that specialmethods to teach such problem solving have no advantage over givingthe student a variety of problems and telling him to solve them by anymethod he chooses)

During ni.4ch of this century preceding 1940, the teaching of,
arithmetic aifd algebra was characterizpd by great emphasis on de-
veloping skill in performance by a heavy drill program. After, 1940(and before the period of the new mathematics) increased attentionwas given to what has been called "meaning and understanding"and less attention to blind manipulation. During those years
preceding the new mathematics,teaching was characterized by the
following: great dependence on the place value of the decimal system,
more time spent on developing concepts through experience induc-
tively, more effort made to rationalize algorisms and the relations
between algorisms, and greater provision made for learning through
discovery. The results? The meanint and understandihg classesdid just about as well as others did in computation, retained longer

,
I Burch, R. L. An Evaluation of nalytk Testing in Arithmetic Problem Solving (Doctoral dissertation,Duke University, IMO;
Hanna, Paul. Arithmetii Problem' Solving. (Doctoral dimertation, Teachers College, Cokimbla Uni-versity, 1.2(1.)

'Wetdtbarne, C, W. end Osborne, R. Solving Arithmetic Problems. EllifiMillrf &keel Journal, 27: 21*-211end 11114114, November and December
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what they learned, and were able to transfer their learning to new prob-
lems more successfully.'

Does detllconstrative plane geometry as traditionally taught lead toV

t gain in the ,ability to reason more critically in nonmathematical
-situations? No. Students of comparable mental ability improved
just as I icli as the geometry students even though they didn't study
mathen *cs or logic. Can geometry be' taught to improve such
critical t linking without serioms logs in geometric knowletige' Yes.'
Should geometry be somewhat deemplutsized so HS to acluevLe this
general educaiion aim? Research cannot answer that question_ 'Flit'
answer demands ti value judgment. The new programs have made
such a judgment. Their answer is "no". .

Does to Ziourse in solid geometry involving proofs lead t` ti Kalil in
space perception''n? No.\--,By comparing ability-matched groups (some-
taking solid geometry and some not), researchers found in two large
anti carefully done experivnts, that_ gains itt spatial perci'ption
made by t lie. nonsolid-geometry groups exceeded the gains of tlio solid-
geometry groups.' Is solid geometry a requirement in many colleges?
No, except in a pitifully small number.

Do teaching aids, such as models, manipulative matt)rials, films and
filmstrips lead to the better learning of lilathematics? The answer
is unclear. It may be that the results depend on the teacher's skill

2 Brownell, w A, and H Moser_ Meaningful vs_ Mechanical Learning. Duke Unive_rsity, 1049.
Burkhard, Sarah. A Study of Concept Learning in Differential Calculut4 Doctoral (limertation,

Teachers Coles, Columbia University', Iii
Cummins, Kenneth B. A Student Expe.rienoe-Discovery Apprwich to the TeachingN4 the Calculus.

Doctoral dissertation, The Ohio State University, Columbus, lie b8.

Kushta, Nicholas P.. A ( omparison of Two Methoas of Teaching Algebra in the Ninth ()rade_ Doctoral
dissertation, University of Chicano, 1958.

Shipp, Donald E., Jr. An Experimental Study of Achievement in Arithmetic and the Time Allotted to the
Development of Meanings and Individualyractiee. Doctoral dissertation, Louisiana State University,
1968.

Swenson, E. Organisation and Generalisation as Factors in Learning. Learning Theory in School Situa-
tions. iversity of Minnesota Studies in Education, 1949.

Thiele, C Contributions of Generalization to the Learning of Addition Facts. Doctoral dissertation,
Teachers Colle Columbia University, 1938.

Van Engen, If. and E. Olenadine (libto. General Mental Functions Associated with Division. Iowa
f3tate Teachers C 1966.

I Fawcett, Ii. . The Nature of Proof. 13th Yearbook of the National Council of Teachers of Mathe--
matics,

Ulmer, Teaching Geometry to Cultivate Reflective Thinking. Journal of Experimental Education,
7: 18-25, September 1939.

4 Brown, Francis R. The Effect of an Experimental Course in Geometry on Ability to Visualise in Three
Dimensions. Doctoral dissertation, University of Illinois, 1964.

Ranueel, Ernest R. Effect of the Study of Solid Geometry on Certain Aspects of Space Perception
Ablates. Doctoral disvrtatIon, Teachers College, Columbia Untversity, 1962.

-4
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in using these aids and his ability to make them an t\tWIltial part of alearning program rather than an appendage or sonn thing.'
How effective is the use of TV in teaching mathematics? Moststudies show that about the same amount of knowledge is acquired

under Tv and non-TV instruction. However, seldom is TV used
alone. Help-sections and repeated showings tire factors in some ofthe experiments_ Whether the novelty effect is lasting IIRS not yet
been answered. The teacher still has an important role to play.°

FINO WIMt eNtelli SUCeeSS in mathematics be predicteP Theanswer see'ins to be that the success of an individual can be predicti-vd
only in terms of a probability that increases with his score On the
predictive instruments. The correlation coefficient between tin'
predictor variables, such as previous school graft's, marks in mathe-matics, in and aptitude tests seldom exceeds .75. Thestandard error of estimate is so large in this case that ft regression
equation is of little value for individual prediction.

tft is the extent of elementary school teachers' preparation in
mathematiti? About one-quartr of the colleges require high school
credit in mathematics for entrance. The amount varies between one
and two units of high school mittliematics. In college it would herare for a student preparing to teacii,wathematics in the elementary
school to have more than two semester hours 1* mathematics and
two in methods of teaching mathematics.'

Do undergraduates in t he curriculum for elementary school teachers
fully understand the mathematics of the elementary school? The
answer in nearly all research studies is "no."

Anderson, 0. R. Visual Tactual ['heir Efficiency in Teaching Arta, Volume, and thePy thagorean Relationship to Eighth Grade Children. Doctoral dissertation. The Pennsylvania State iliniversity,ISM;

.1(4inson, 1) A An Eipertmental Study of the Effectiveness of Films and Filmstrips in Teaching(Geometry. lournal of Er pet-intents:LI Educatios, 17. 333-372, MarchA949.
Sole, I)avid. Th4 Use of Materials in the Teaching of Arithmetic.. Doctoral diimertatkm, TeachersCollege, Columbia 17niversity, 19V.

Elliott, H. Margaret. Teaching Foliman Mathematics hi' Television. .4 can AlathematkelMoonily, 65! 440-43, June-July 1953.
Jacobs, James N. and Joan K. Rollenhather. Teaching Seventh-Orate Mathematics by TV. TheAlothematics Teetelier, S3- N43 47, November 1960
Wells, David W. The Relative Effectiveness of Teaching First Year Algebra by Television_(` nd-ence Study and by Conventional Methods. 1)octaral dinertation, University of Nebraska, 1
Grossnickle, F. F. The Training of Teachers of Arithmetic. The Teaching of Arithmetic, In 50thYearbook, Part II, Nationaillociety for the Study of Edwation. University of Chime Press, 1931.p. 1103-31.

$ ()lemon, V. J. A Study in Needed Redirection in the Preparation of Teachers of Arithmetic. TheMathematics Teacher; 42: 389-96, December 1949.
Orleans, J. 8. The Understanding of Arithmetic Processes and Obnoepts Possessed by Teachers ofArithmetk. (Wiese of the City of New York, 1952. Summary in Momentary School Joureal, 9)1-12,May 1953.
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What s the attitude of prospeetive elernenty t--4chool teachers
toward the teaching of mathematics? The alarming answer is that
a buy percent of them either dislike it or have a fear of it .°

What are the reconunemiations of the Mathematical Associat4on
of America for the mathematical preparation of eiemelitary school
teachers? The As.sociation proposes four semesters of mathematics,
including number systems, basic concepts of algebra, and informal
geometry. Further, it would like to gete about one-fifth of the-bse

teacher.; equipped with about six more semesters of mathematics .'°
What is the state of preparation of gocondary school mathematics

teachers? The U_S. Office of Education woperatod with the States
of Marylanc. New thirst:1v, and Virginia in 1959 in an excellent Study
of this problem," Covering about 10) teachers, the study found
that although 7 percent of them }tad taken no ctillege mathematics,
they usually taught general mathematics. The turban number Of
semester hours of IlltitheilliitiCS was 23. About 60 percent of the SO0
41ad taken calculus or more advanced courses, but only 20 percent of
this group had taken such work after 950. Although two-thirds
kid taken a course in practice teaching, only one-half of that group
had taken a course in methods of teaching mathematics_ Of this
one-half only 15 percent had taken such a course 950. .About
one-half of the teaclieni were graduates of liberal arts colleges; tilt
others had done their work in teachers colleges or grilools of education

Similar studies net to be done in other Stateti. It is doubtful
that the results would present a more optimistic picture. One con-
clusion seems inescapable : If we are going to trr to improve mathe-
matics teaching in a State or in the Natiort, we should first find out
what has been the preparation of those who will be primarily respon-
sible for the improvement If the newest savant-4mi mathemat.
teacher has had i, 10 years old, the iwobability is high that .what
retained is only a small precent of what was originally learned. Per-
haps, then, it is fortunate that only it small percent of our students
will be ready for calculus in the 12th grade. An interesting cplestion
for a survey type of research is the nature of the population of second-
ary school teachers who have attended NSF institutes, the number

Dutton, W. H. A ttitndes of Prospective Teachers toward Arithmetic. Elementary, 4914 0 Jeanie.
id: 84-901 October 1961.

O'Demnell, John R. Levels of Arithmetic Achievement, Attitudes toward Arithmetic. and Problem-
ving Behaviors Shown by Prospective Itkmentory Teathen. Doctoral dissertation, The Pennsylvania

Sista University, 11166

$ Mathematical Association id 'America. Recortmendations for the Training at Teachers of &loth.-
mattes. The AIM**, Al eawsneticsi Mont*, 68:1-11* January 19111.

al Brown* Kennon: E. and °bowl, Ellsworth B. Quaifications and reoclAng Loads at Mathematics
and Science TOMICtherl (Circular No. 5711). U.S. Deportment of Health, Zducetion and Welfare. Wail-
ingtan: U.S. Governmea PrhAing Mos, 1958.
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of institutes they have attended, and the nature of the 11-lathe-mat cs
they have studied.

A ray of hope lies in the poeksibility of self-t4 aclung: Many of us
in secondary schools and colleges have had the exiwrience of getting
reatly to teach a course we never have taught_ yery often a pxxi
place to begin is with the textbooks to be used by the students, es
pecially if answers are available_ Tiai usually leads to the study of
1-xx)k_s on the same, or similar subiN-ts at H more tidValleed level.
The socond or third Veal" of toaching new ursu t4 usuallv the most
enjoyable one

In the calw of the I' :S_ (Mice of Education study of ticti teachers taithe three States it aii found that the teaching load was heavy in
terms of number of students, number of different preparations, and
number of extra-curricular activities, aside from the usual school-
record keeping_ In such a situation H to vsould almost have to
use his summer to get ready fors new course.

The situation in the elementary school as far us mathematics eaticti
tion is vont-wiled is a critical one. More than One study tuts shown
that after grades 3 or 4 childmi show a noticeable (IN-Tease in their
liking for mattiematmA. It is certainly p(-ftsiiile that during this
period many children of ability come to detest mathematics_ If by'
some magic the teachers of these grades could suddenly acquite more
knowledge of mathematics and a greiiter liking for it, fewer capable
children would decide that mathematizing is it cruel, boring experi-
ence. We should all keep in touch with Professor David Page of the
University of Illinois and Prolivisor Robert Davis of Syracuse Uni-
verRity concerning this problem, as well as with Professor Fred Weaver
and his group, who are close to the SMSG experiments at this level.

I have noted previously that attention to meaning arid understand-
ing without neglecting performanc.e has kid to promising results.
These of us who are acquainted with the text materials of IJ1CSM,
SMSG, and UMMaP know that they are characterized by appeals
to understanding and learning through discovery. Neither the power
to do nor the ability to think is neglected. On the basis of these
criteria alone, the teaching,results should be promising.

Expeftsids With the Now Mathemdcs
4

Information about the results of experiments is of two types. The
first mnsists of informal, onenteacher investigations with one or two
classes. The second is desprilitive of the preliminary results teach-
ing SMSG 'materials as reported by the Mathematics Section of the
Minnesota National Laboratory in grades 6 to 12.'

.
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In one study, units on relations, number theory, sets, transforma-
tions, and semigroups were taught, to eight high school seniors. Ex-
cept for the last two units, the average grade on the home-made tests
was close to 90 percent."

Professor Robert Davis of Syracuse University and others working
in the central New York State area obtained evidence that children
in grades 3 and 7 could learn some of the basic ideas of algebra, such
as variable, equation, and directed number."

In a Nlidwest classg, units on set theory, Venn diagrams, and the
graphing of inequalities were taught to an average 10th-grade class
for 6 weeks. Scores on tests of knowledge and attitude indicated that
the experiment was a success."

Another investigator tried to find out the lowest grade at which
average and superior students could master proofs in demonstrative
geometry. His conclusion was that demonstrative geometry can be
introduced as early as grade 7 with a reasonable degree of success.'5

In the Minnesota experience four average 6th-grade classes used the
SMSG 7th-grade materials. Two of the four teachers had never
taught the material before. The Sequential Test of Educational
Progress ih Mathematics was given at the beginning and end of the
experiment. Students of all ability levels profited from the course.
At the end, almost half of these 6th-grade students scored above the
national median for 8th-grade students.'6

In another Minnesota comparison 13 teachers each taught one 7th-
grade class, using SMSG material; and each taught another .class,
using a conventional test. In terms of gains on the STEP test the
SMSG classes surpassed the conventional groups by an amount that
was significant at the 1-percent level."

One mcire illustration may suffice. Six 9th-grade classes used the
SMSG 9th-grade booklets. On the STEP test they did about as well
as 11th-grade students.'6

Other Minnesota imports, showing similar results, dealt with the
SMSG programs for grades 8, 1.0, 11, and 12." If it can be assumed
that the STEP tests are valid and reliable measures of improvement
in mathematical understanding, these results are remarkable. The

Byrkit, Donald R. Sets and Number Theory in the High School. Master's thesis, Illinois State
Normal University, 1968.

13 Davis, Robert B. Mathematics for Younger ChildrenThe Present status of the Madison Project.
New York Stale Mathematic; Teachers Journal, 10: 7i5-79, April 1960.

14 Roughead, William 0. An Experiment in Tenth-Grade Modern Mathematics. Master's thesis,
Illinois State Normal University, 1968.

is Corley, 0. 8. An Experiment in Readiness for Logical Thinking and Demonstrative Geometry:
Doctoral dissertation, George Peabody College, 1969.

1$ Minnesota National Laboratory. Preliminary Evaluation of BMW) Texts and Courses. St. Paul;
The Laboratory, 1960.
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only other possible question would be whether the teachers and
students were typical.

It seems likely on the basis of these embryonic reports that some
mathematical concepts can be taught much earlier than\s iustomary,
and that some of the new mathematics can be learned by a high
percentage of the students.

Wise Use of Research Energy

In genfral, my suggestions for the wise use of research energy are
to give attention to important problems rather than trivial ones, to
up-grade the quality of research designs and procedures, and to
improve the organization and administration of research activities.

The important thing is primarily a matter of value judgments,
rather than a revelation from research. Essentially, we want more
students to become more interested and more successful in learning
more important mathematics, not only for the welfare of the Nation,
but also for the benefit of the individual. Teams of mathematicians
and classroom teachers have made judgments as to the mathematics
that is important, and capable of being learned at various chronological
and mental age levels. needed?

We need much more experimentation in more States, using the new
materials with students of different levels of ability and with teachers
of diverse characteristics. Should certain topics be dropped? Should
more attention be given to some topics and less to others? Should
some topics be delayed and others introduced earlier?

What. are the gdRlifications and teaching loads of mathematics
teachers in a given State and in the individual school systems within
a State? I have mentioned this one before. The listing for each
teacher of the names of courses taken x years ago will not answer this
question. What is the mathematical readiness of the teacher for
guiding the learning of the new mathematics right now, in '1961?
What are the State and local needs for teachers to carry out this
function?

What is the most effective multi-attack program for developing in
teachers readiness to 'teach the new mathematics? What combina-
tions of inservice programs, consultants, study groups, correspondence
courses, summer institutes, and television programs are molt effective?

Moderate acceleration, homogeneous grouping accompanied by
variations in the programs from one group to the othet", and various
kinds of enrichment have usually been effective with superior students,
especially in large schools. What are the most effective combinations
of procedures for superior students in small schools?
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For too long, perhaps because or_the nature of mathematics,.we
have paid insufficient attention to how students feel about mathe-
matizing, what their attitudes are, and what factors bring about an
enduring interest in mathematics. A teacher may be extremely com-
petent in mathematics and technically superior in pedagogies but still
leave his students cold about mathematical activity. What are the
characteristics of those teachers who seem effective in changing
students' attitudes and interests? To what extent can less gifted
teachers be guided to greater effectiveness in these respects?

These are a few of the problems I think important enough to be
given more attention through research. Of course, there are others,
but these seem closer than others to our needs in the sixties and
seventies.

I do not believe thi's- is the time mid place to say much about
improving the quality of research designs and procedures as a means
for making wise use of research energy. This matter has been
treated extensively by others in various places. From my experience
in examining hundreds of research studies in mathematics education,
I will make a few brief suggestions.

The methods and treatments used should be clearly defined. For
example, just what is meant by the "traditional method," in contrast
with some experimental Tnethod, is open to wide interpretation.

If statistical tests of significance are to be used, some form of rn-
domness has to be applied, since these tests are based on probability
theory. This statement applies to experiments involving nonpara-
metric as well as parametric statistics. It is much too common in
educational experiments to meet the assumption thitt "if there is no
reason for believing' that the sample is not random, we will assume
that it is random." Another gem is the statement that "the results
of this experiment apply not only to the school,in which it was per-
formed but to all similar schools." Still another is the assumption
that representativeness implies randdmness of the sample.

Two other practices need to be changed. One is the use of
sensitive high-powered statistical methods on measures of very low
reliability. This is akin to reading newspaper headlines with a
microscope. A second is the assumption that if a difference is statis-
tically significant, then it is important or substantial. Statistical
significance is contused with educational significance.

The organization and administration of research are factors in
the wise use of research energy.

Can you imagine the medical. profession accepting a treatment for
a certain disease because it produced promising 'puha in one experi-
ment with 50 patients conveniently located in one medical center?
Such experiments must be repeated, or replicated, many times before

,

1
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much credence is given to the results. On the other hand, repetition
of encouraging experiments is a rare event in many areas of educa-
tional research, including mathematical education. We must do more
of it.

Repetition serves purposes other than, increasing confidence in the
findings. ,It may make possible their broader application. Just
because an experiment involving one teacher in one school in one
town with a special group of students reveals certain significant
changes in mathematical learning, it does not follow that experiments
involving different teachers in different schools in different communi-
ties with different groups of students will produce similar results.
Such repetition, however, may-lead to a more precise description of
the conditions under which certain results are likely to be obtained.
This is an important conclusion. A good research program provides
for repetition of experiments.

Repetition of experiments which are conducted for too short a
time is wasteful. In the administration of many experiments more
attention must be given to the duration. I know of experiments
conducted in tfrins of holm and days, in contrast with others re-
quiring weeks, months, and years. It is obvious that many kinds of
human learning develop slowly, analogous to the growth of some
trees. Very often one method or treatment 'seems to have some
advantage over another -(but not a significant one) during the time
given to the experiment. My guess is 'that many of these experiments
might have revealed significant results had the period of the ex-
periment been longer. ('an schools in some States be found which are
interested and able to conduct such experiments for longer periods?

Do you recall the Eight-Year Study of the Thirty Schools?
*ouldn't it have been absurd to attempt to draw conclusions at
the end of one year? It would be just as unfair to demand that
SMSO teaching prove itself in one year. Of course, I realize that
delaying evaluation is a tactic that has been used by some vested
interests at some tiii)e in order to protect a prejudgment. Research
is rarely-welcomed by those who want to preserve the status quo of
a program rather than improve it.

Repeating experiiiients and extending the.duration of some of them
are necessary but not sufficient for well-organized research. The
fruits might be isolated and the results unrelated. We need more
cooperative research projects. By this term I mean more than co-
ordination of the work of several individuals on one isolated problem.

mean a research attack on a problem area with responsibility for
sulkpproblems taken over by sub-sets of the entire set of workers,
followed by coordination and interrelating of the findings. -This
'operation is comparable to that of a military campaign, in contrast
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with a limited assault on a small, specific objective. At present,
most research mathematics education is of this ,n row sort. Is
it possible to USe cooperative research in testing the new curriculum
proposals? In seeking the most effective inservice education for
teachers? In investigating ways of improVing the programs for
superior students?

Resportsiblitt es ol the State Supervisor

Do you know where to find reports of .the httest research on mathe-
matics education? Do you have ways of communicating the gist of
these to school administrators and mathematics teachers? Have you
considered putting into State bulletins and journals of State mathe-
matics teachers associations a section entitled "Did You yrnow9" or
"Have You Tried This?"

Do you urge administrators and teachers to write to you about
research they are conducting? Do you publicize these efforts? Are
you in a position to provide some consultant help in planning and
conducting research below the State level

When visiting schools, do you try to find instances where new
methods are being tried? Do you encourage regional and State
conferences eto use reports on research)? Do you encourage teachers
to teach the new content, using films and television? Can the State
in any way help local schools free a teacher enough so dim he can
conduct some promising hit of research?

These are merely samples of the questions that bear on the problem
of communicating research findings and encouraging research. No
doubt you can add to them as well as subtract from them. My
principal hope is that the sum of the directed numbers will be positive
and greater than what it was before you paid this visit to Washington.





Appendix A. Recommended lsaisrsidp Activitios for State
Supervisors of Mathematics

THE LEA)ERSH I P ACTIVITIES agreed upoi by the mnfemes toachieve the four stated objectives of the oonference (see foreword)appear in this section as a list of over 50 itpms. These items havebeen classified under public selations, information for educationalpersonnel, research in mathematics education, curriculum planningand development, preservic.e and inservice education of teachers,
I1PW media of instruction, and evaluation.

Although the recommended activities are for the most part gen-erally applicable, supervisors of mathematics in some Stats, becauseof local conditions and legislative requirements, may find it nKessaryto omit or modify some of them.
The recommendations follow:

Polk Mins

le Sulu Supervisor of Mathreiatics should
Inform the lay public of present trends in mathenuitice educationfrom kindergarten to grade 12.
+Spell out, if necessary, the implications of new programs for anygiven school community.
Encourage local administrators and teacluirs to inform parents andthe lay public of the changing curriculum.
+Establish rapport with matlwmaticiaris in the State, region and/orNation.
Work with State and local mathematical associatio9a to provide

information regarding current developments in mathematics.
Make use of such media as newspapers, radio and television programs,addresses to local groups, newsletters, local and State professispalorganisations, workshops, meetings, and conferences to help dissetmi-

nate information.

4
kisislin kr EftsOwl Perused

The State Supervisor of Alithematies should
Inform adminbitrators and classroom teachers periodically of presenttrends In mathematics education, K-12.
Inform colleagues in other fields of the merits of current programsin mathematics and eolicit their active cooperation.

93
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+ Advise scht)ol administrattiN concerning the importance of tilmiti1111g
Alid improving the mathematics curriculum

+ Disseminate information to the schools regarding teacher participation
in mathematics institutes

+ Proide information 011 the use of new ipstructional media
+ Make available for Leachers new texts, teaching materials, )(umiak,and research finnding
+ Provide hibhographieo, urwe that every school estlihlo-h t 11131ticillatie-

library and foster its 11Se by teacher... anti t witints
FIle011tagr SCht-001A 14) WIT-Chit:4e, anti teachers 14) 11 appropriate.'
current publications, including profeAsional mathernatu-!.. 3ouriimis for
teachers

+,..'%eek the 'lid of the U 4 Office of Ed 11 C-ti I 0 !I WI it clearinghousw -forthe exchange of current publications which Might aiti thr super% isorin strengthening instruction in his OK !I State

Ramis liatheafts Liastism

Ttie Stalr Std pert, .fathertiaiscA ahouhi
+Collect, mnalyre interpret, and diaseminate past Mild present research

finding" u mathematics education
+ Encouraire research %abut the Suite and provide het L\ ti' initiate,plan, and conduct it
+Share pertinent research information vith hie colleague:,, other State

Departments Of Education, and the I' S Office of Education
+ Encourage carefully controlled research on the effect

tional media on the teaching Of mathematics

Corriadan Planaing ad Devninpumal

of lie% instruc-

The State u pe rvisor of Afaliirmatia should
+ Encourage t fttablishment of A eOlit 11111)11g, " it rellnisentatieadvisory Ci011)1111itel) on mathematics.
+ Assist actively in curriculum revision by participating, for example,a' a consultant Or member on a Met-1111g tifIdi or production committee
+Help administrators establish new mathematics programs on it sound

basis.

+ Encourve local school units to construct their own mathematics
curriculum guides.

+ EnN)uiage Currictilillti committees
consistent objectiVeS,
objectives.

+ Initiate, assist,
cations relative

to choose realistic, workable and
and assist in evaluating results in terms of the

%to
coordinate and cooperatr in the prctduction of publi-
to mathematics curriculu in planning.

+Stimulate interest in better curricular programs by arranging class-room teaching demonstrations.
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+Seek and compile for distribution constructive comments and suKges-
tions from teachers who are working with experimental programs in
their classrooms.

+ Exiunine the new programs in mathernatic's to find common arem of
itgree me n t andior basic differences iii philosophy, mathematical
structure, and teaching procedUres

Help teachers becc_nne acquainted with the mathematical content Of
the evolving new programs

+ Bring in specialists, including research mathematicians, tv aid in
curriculum planning, development of curriculum guides, and ilwrvice
education (State and or local school districts should supply sufficient
funds for this purpose)

+ Assume responsibility for evaluating current instructional materials ow
the basis of : (I) mathematical structure, (2) philosophical foundations ,
(3) appropriate psychological principles, (4) pedagogical techniques,
and (5) evaluative procedure*. (This evaluative. information should
be made readily available to educators and interested laymen.)

+ Act as a coordinator of 'pertinent local and State agencies in developing
an up-to-date mathematic* program,

+Cooperate with his colleagues in other States in curriculum develop-
ment, inebervice education, and research

Prow** MI lasente Eistaliss d Madan

TAr Stait Suprmsor of Mathematic-A *Aotild
+Cooperate with college personnel and certification agencies concerned

with presei.vice Mutation of teachers.
+Cooperate with 8t.ate certification authorities to raise standards of

teacher certification by recommending appropriate requirements for
teaching an up-to-date mathematits program.

+ Encourage key teachers to attend mathematics institutes, to gain the
confidence of their administrators, and to stimulate enthusiasm and
interest among other teacher*.

+ Encourage, when appropriate, the use of persons from business and
industry to assist with irwrvice progranis.

+Encourage local sy terns to incliide student teachers in their inservice
progra,11 I

+ Encourage the tai of live, taped, and/or filmed demonstration teaching
situations as part of inservioe programs.

+Encourage teachers who have participated in an inservice program to
continue their study at a university or at a summer institute.

+Work with directors and staffs of mathematics institutes and assist
them in making the course offerings more valuable to teachers.

+Disseminate information to administrators regarding mathematics
institutes available to teachers. :

+Participate in professional activities directed toward increased teacher
competence in subject matter.

+Utilise television and other media to promote inservice programs.
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Seek and utilize resourceful and kn6wledgeable teachers, especially
institute participants, to assist in stimulating, planning, organizing,
and conducting inservice programs.

Encourage more than one teacher from the same school system to
apply for participation in the same mathematics institute and en-
courage thq Institute directors to accept such groups of applicants.

+Encourage teachers to participate actively in professional mathe-
matics organizations.

New Media el Instruction

The State Supervisor of Mathematics should
Provide information as to the availability and use of new instructional

media.
Keep an open mind concerning the possibilities of new instructional

media, pending more experimental evidence.
Encourage carefully controlled research as to the effect of new in-

structional media on mathematics teaching.
Stress the importance of preserving the recognized objectives of

mathematics education regardless of the media used.
Encourage administrators to solicit the assistance of teachers. in the

selection and purchase of classroom equipment.

Evahation

The State Supervisor of Mathematics should
Evaluate the State program of mathematics, and also the local pro-
grams, in terms of answers to such questions as the following:
How effectively am I carrying out the activities recommended above?
Are teachers' and pupils' attitudes, understanding, and skills

improving?
Does the program provide for individual pupil differences?
Are mathematics materials and equipment purchased under the

N DEA program being utilized effectively?
;Do budgets provide for implementing an improved program?



Appendix B. Panel Discussions

Discussion I. Introduction of the New Mathematics Into the
Curriculum

CHAIRMAN AND PANEL MEMBERS
John Wagner

Isabek Rocker Arnold Chandler Frank Hawthorne

THE CHAIRMAN noted the great differences among States in
their use of nationally known experimental materials in mathematics

and attributed the widespread use of such materials in certain States
to alert leadership at the State level.

The topics discussed by the panel were the following: (1) the
relative merits of new curricular projects, (2) projects that helped
introduce the new mathematics into the Virginia curriculum, and (3)
the role of the supervisor in energizing and catalyzing teacher re-
education.

Rotative Mints d Nov Curricular Projects

secondary Loll

School Mathematics Study Group (SAISG).Prepared by a group of
well-qualified mathematicians and teachers. Units are suitablei- for
separate use. Some of the materials are now available for the upper
elementary grades.

University of Illinois Committee on School Mathematics (U ICSM).
Courses produced are strong in pedagogical aspects. Because of their
definite sequential nature, units could not easily be adopted for
separate use.

Ball State Teachers Niege Mathematics Program.Algebra and
geometry courses produced, emphasizing aromatic structure. Ma-
terials available in regular textbook form.

University of Maryland Madamatics Project (UMMaP).Program
developed for seventh- and eighth-grade mathematics.

Boston College Series.Emphasize the structure of mathematics,
using a historical perspective.

Ekomity Loyd

Madison Project at Syracuse, N.Y.Seeks to determine the
elementary-grade level at which certain lithematical concepts can
be taught successfully.
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Geometry for Primary Grades.---An experiment (at the Stanford
elementary school) exploring the teaching of geometry in grades 1-3.

Projects HNC Introduce the Now Mathematics kits the Virgbis Cwiculum

Mathematics teachers were invited to regular regional principals'
meetings for a special session ion mathematics.

Fifteen inservice mathematics programs were arranged and directed
by members of the State Department of Education in are remote
from colleges or universities.

The State Department financed and arranged summer institutes
for high school mathematics teachers.

Invited by several school principals, the State Supervisor of Maths.
matics discussed the new mathematics with the entire school faculty-

A mathematics curriculum study group, K-12, was created to work
on materials for three types of students : elementary, slow learners,
and collegep:capable.

Thy Rob of the Supsrviser M Esergking mud Catalyzing Teacher Ruination

Mathematics ,teachers for the most par!, are reasonably well
motivated foci inservice education, as evidenced by their widespread
participation in various institutes. The major task of the supervisor,
in cooperation with mathematicians and school administrators, is to
provide adequate inservice programs. Such programs, can be imple-
mented by educational films or TV kinescope', visiting lecturers or
consultants in mathematics, regional conferences within reasonable

s driving distance, State meetings of professional mathematics organi-
zations, TV programs at hours other than 6:30 a.m., and programmed
learning.

Discussion II. Curriculum Chips In Science and Thy
Implkation ;for liatiornatics Teackhig

CHAIRMAN AND PNIEL MEMBERS
ids Maw

Margaret Mary Mille T. Sidivoi
Moss Mos Mart Ikea Pad Hid Rdift Sighseses

1

The chairman noted that science and mathematics educators need
to be mutually aware of the latest developmenta in both area&
Topics discussed by the well were the following:

Biological Sciences Ourrietsium Study (BSCS) of tie *merits*
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Institute of Biological Sciences. (1) Three high school courses all
covered the same material, but each used a different approach:
ecological and evolutionary, genetic and developrhental, or biochemical
and physiological. (2) A new approach provides continuous labora-
tory work on a broad subject area for 6 weeks. (3) Charts and graphs,
probability, and statistics haye been used .to a considerable extent
in the courses under discussion.

The Chimied Bond Approach ((,'BA). A chemistry course was
built around two major concepts chemical bonds and chemical
reactionsand the laboratory work was so planned that it would
encourage real problem solving. The mathematics used included
graphical analysis, quadratic equations, and the concepts of precision
and error in measurement.

The Chemical Education Materials Studv.Materials emphasize the
theoretical, rather than the traditional, aspects of chemistry. Stu-
dents are expected to write out experiments in fullnot just fill in the
blanks on a workbook pag.

Developments in Teaching Earth Sciences.Changes and innovations
are taking plac4; primarily at the local level. At the national level a
source book of about 20 units at the Duluth Writing Conference
arranged by the American Geological Institute under a grant from the
National Science Foundation.

Phyrics Course Prepared by the Physical Sciences Study Committte.
The text does not treat the subject descriptively, but rather in such
a way that students must follow a line of reasoning. In the teaching
of this course, new topics incorporated in mathematics courses have
little to contribute. Student compvtence in traditional mathematics,
however, is most desirable for this course.

4

Discussion III. Criteria for Eraag the MAkenadeqrogram
of a State kpartant of Educatin

HANNAN AND PANEL MEMBERS

gaup Cumigho
Sylvia (3) Sin Cut Holman Gum Ruhr'

California.No statewide curriculum guides have been issued for
secondary school mathematics, but the curriculum of a given subject
comes up for review every 5 years. In 1960 representatives from 78
school districts met to consider the mathematics curriculum. They
had the benefit of a repoit from a group of eminent mathetnaticians
who had evaluated a proposed State Department program. At the
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meeting, .workshop groups evaluated new mathematics programs forseveral grde kvela.
The following questions are useful in evaluating a State program:(1) Does the State Department of Education espouse a good compre-hensive mathematics program? (2) Is the State program sensitiveto the attitudes, beliefs, and opinions of mathematics personnel inthe schools? (3) Is the program so organized that current statusinformation is readily available to the State Supervisor?
PenneyIvania7(1) The State Department of Education ddes riothave final figures as to the quantities of material and equipmentobtained with NDEA funds. The Department feels a concern forthe extent of the effective use--or even the possible misuseof suchmaterials in the classroom: .(2) Inservice education programs haveresulted in considerable use of new mathematics materials throughoutthe State. No organized effort has been made, however, to evaluate

results. (3) In June 1960 the State Department of Education con-ducted, as part of its 3-year curriculum revision study, an achieve-ment survey of 17,000 seniors in 118 high schools, representing asampling of the 100,000 expected graduates. The average mathe-matics achievement level of the 17,000 was somewhat above thenational average.
Puerto Rico.(1) Education is highly centralized; curriculum devel-opment and textbook selection are responsibilities of the centraloffice of the Department of Education. (2) Three evaluative studieshave been made of Puerto Rican education : two by Teachers College,Columbia University (in 1926 and 1948) ; one by the University ofPuerto Rico and the School of Education, New York University,jointly (in 1958). (3) The Department of Education makes a studyevery two y6ars of the preparation of mathematics teachers, and onthe basis of the findings plans appropriate inservice education.(4) Since ,Latin American mathematics textbooks are less adequateand less attractive than the North American counterparts, several ofthe latter have been translated into Spanish for use by the PuertoRican schools.

I

S



Appendix C. Informal Talks

I. National Science Foundation Programs of Interest to
Mathematics and Science Supervisors

Keith R. Ksbon

THE
NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION, although conscious

of the pressures created by demands for scientific and technological
personnel, is committed to a long-mge program having continuity
and stability rather than to a crash program meeting only current
demands of the tense 'international situation.

The purposes of the NSF as defined by law are to promote the
progress of science, to advance national health, prosperity, and welfare,
to secure the national defense, and to accomplish other purposes. The
Foundation's domain includes the mathematical, physical, engipeering,
medical, biological, and other sciences.

The NSF engages in four main types of activities to accomplish
its purposes: (1) It develops and encourages basic research and
education in the sciences. (2) It initiates research programs in the
sciences and makes grants to support those programs. (3) It awards
scholarships and graduate fellowships in the sciences. (4) It maintains
a roster of scientific personnel.

In furthering education in the. sciences, including mathematics,the NSF provides fellowships for teachers and research personnel,
undertakes projects to improve course content,' and sponsors institutes
for science and mathematics teachers.'

The National Science Foundation encourages and supports experi-
mental currieuhim projects such as SMSG, but it feels that it is
inappropriate for a Government agency to give a stamp of approval
to completed projects. Through institutes it does offer help to get
programs started, but as a matter of policy avoids using its influence
to encourage the adoption of experimental curriculum projects, even
though encouragement might expedite progress. The State Super-
visors may effectively bridge the gap between the experimental useof the new materials and their more general use in the schools.

The NSF is interested in elemental-1 school science and mathematics.The Foundation is not certain, however, as to how much it ought to
I For map* NSF rents totaling SI Innen supported the Physical Menem Study Caninittee, wIdobpredated materiels for new high school phrice mum.
I Institutes tor high Khoo! teachers 'moire to annual expenditure of $20 million.
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become involved it the elementary school level. Even assuming that
it ought to become involved, the Foundation is even lees certain as to
what methods would be appropriate for it.

The National Science Foundation is unique in being a Federal
(government agency trying to function as a foundation.

II. Renard In Matkomatics Supported by the U.S. Office of
Einatim

Edwin Maims

The Office of Education provides support for research of significance
to education through its Cooporative Research Program. The
purpose of this rogram is to develop new knowledge about major
problems in education or to devise new applications of existing
knowledge in solving such problems.

The program is operated under the terms of Public Law 531, 83d
Congress, which authorises the Conunissimer of Education to "enter
into contracts or jointly financed cooperative arrangements with
universities and colleges and State educational agencies for the conduct
of research, surveys, and demonstrations in the field of education."

Since the beginning of the program, the fo wing projecta have
been supported in the field of mathematics ugh the regular
contract research program :

Tito
'ELEMENTARY

The Development of Mathe-
matical Concepts' in Chil-
dren.

Abilities of First-Grade Pupils
to Learn Mathematics in
Terms of Algebraic Btruc-
tuna by Means of Teaching
Machines.

An Analysis of Learning EAl-
ciencX in Arithmetic of
Mentally Retarded Chil-
dren in comparison With
Children of Average and
High Intelligence.

An Evaluation of the Madison William F. Bowin _ New York State
Project Method of Teaching Education De-
Arithmetic (grdides 4.5, and part:neat..
6).

I
istrestitaier

Patri.ck Suppe. Stanford University.

Evan R. Keislar_ _ University of Cali-
fornja.

Herbert J. Klus-
meier.

University of Wis-
consin.
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Investigator

William F. Cooley_ _

ride
SECONDARY

Evaluation and Follow-up
4 Study of Thayer Academy's

Summer Advance Study
Program in Science and
Mathematics.

The Individualliutdon of
Junior High School Mathe-
matics.

Systematic Observation of
Verbal Interaction as - a
Method of Comparing
Mathematics Lessons.

Joseph T. Sutton_ _

E. Muriel Wright__ _

GENERAL
An Evaluative Study of Psy- Philip H. DuBois_

chologiad Research on the
Teaching of Mathematics.

Discovery and Evaluation of J. P. Guilford
the 8trticture-ci-Intellect
Abilities Necessary for Al-

. gebraic Thinking.
Characteristics of Teachers Paul C. Rosen-

Which Affect Students' bloom.
Learning.

The following demonstration-research projects
maties have recto:lay been signed into contract:

Tills investigator
Experimental Teaching of Patrick Suppes

Mathematics -Logic in the
pementary School.

Enriched Mathematics for
Academically Talented atu-
dents.

Harry Paaeow and
Miriam Goldbtbrg.

Implementation, Analyskt, Robert Bi Davis- _

and Evaluation at the.Madi-
son Project Mathematics
Materials.

The Effectiveness' of an Alge- Evan R. Keislar_
braic Structural Approach
to.Matlximatice in Regular
Primary Clasiwoome as
eompared With Conven-
tional Program ci Arithme-
tic Instruction.
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Institution

'Harvard University.

Do.

Washington Uni-
versity.

Do.

University of South.:
ern California.

University of Minl.
nesota.

in the field of mathe-

institution
Stanford Univer-

sity.

Teachers College,
Columbia Uni-
versity.

Syracuse Univer-
sity.

University of Cli-
fornia.



Ap D. Participants in the Contemn
Chester L. Addington
Mathematics Supervisor
State Department of Public Instruc-

tion
227 Stat4i House
Indianapolis 4, Ind.
Irving Adler-
Department of Mathematics
Bennington College
Bennington, Vt.

Carl Allendoerfer
Department of Mathematics
University of .Washington
Seattle, Wash.

Frank Anderson
Supervisor of Mathematics
Phoenix Union High School District
Phoenix, Aria.

John J. Bauer
Senior Supervisor in Mathematics
State Department of Education
Boston 16, Mass.

Warren Bell
Mathematics and Science Consultant
State Department of Public Instruc-

tion
Topeka, Karma.

Kenneth E. Brawn
SpadaWit in Mathematics
U.S. Office of Education
Washington 26, D.C.
James R. Cannon
Supervisor of Mathematics
State Department of Education
128 Cordell Hull Building
Nashville 3, Tenn.
Arnold M. Chandler
Supervisor of Mathematics
State Department of Public Instruc-

tion
MadMon, Wis:
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Edwin Chinn
Supervisor of the Mathematics

Program
Oahu School District
Honolulu, Hawaii

Dorothy Crain
Program Assistant
U.S. Office of Education
Washington 25, D.C.

George 8. Cunningham
Director, Mathematics Education
State Department of Education
Concord, N.H.

James DeRose
Teacher of Chemistry
Marble-New Town High School
Philadelphia, Pa.

John Ethridge
State Supervisor of Mathematics
State Department of Education
Jackson, Miss.

Ethel Grubbs
Supervising Director
Department of Mathematics
District of Columbia Public Schools
Washington 9, D.C.

Bernard H. Guudlaoh
Professor of Mathematics
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio

Homer F. Hampton
Mathematics Consultant
State Department of Education
Jefferson City, Mo.

Frank S. Hawthorne
Supervisor, Mathematics Education
State Education Department
Albany 1, N.Y.
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Carl Heilman
Mathematics Specialist
State Department of Public Instruc-

tion
Harrisburg, Pa.

Robert E. Hense
Director of Membership Activities
American Chemical Society
Washington 6, D.C.

Edwin Iiindsman.
Research Coordinator
Cooperative Research Branch
U.S. Office of Education
Washington 25, D.C.

J. Dan Hull
Director, Instruction,

Organisation, Services Branch
U.S. Office of Education
Washington 26, D.C.

Paul D. Hurd
Profelisor of Science Education
Stanford University
Stanford, Calif.

Robert Jackson
Mathematics Consultant
State Department of Education
Centennial Building
St. Pauli Minn.

Donovan A. Johnson
Associate Professor of Education
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis 14, Minn.

Marjorie C. Johnston
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